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Preface
The current report is the result of the cooperation between the three Nordic Institutes; SP
Swedish National Testing and Research Institute, VTT Industrial Systems, Finland and
IVF Swedish Institute of Production Engineering Research.
This report should not be considered as a test method but rather as a support to testing
laboratories and industry constructors in designing and validating safety in distributed
safety-related control systems. The activities carried out under the different life cycle
phases of dependable distributed systems are covered in sections 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4.
The concepts of EN 954 and IEC 61508 standards are combined and the user of this
work may find information related to his specific needs without being compelled to
consult the whole document. However a complete evaluation of the safety integrity level
for a distributed system requires consultation of either IEC 61508 or EN 954 standard or
any other application specific standards.
To have the best results, it is recommended though to read section 6.1 that summarizes
basic characteristics and concepts specific to distributed systems and related components
such as bus systems and communication protocols. Section 6.1 presents description
models well suited for the representation of distributed systems and introduces methods
for fault analysis as well. The concept of system levels is also introduced and referred to
in the following sections. Most important is the fault model that is the basis for the
specific fault handling techniques described in section 6.4.
Section 6.2 recapitulates the principles governing the sequence of actions to be carried
out in the risk assessment procedure as described in the EN 1050 standard. References
are suggested for the realisation of the three basic actions of the iterative risk assessment
process i.e.: determination of the limits of the system, hazard identification and risk
estimation additional. The procedure leading to the safety requirements set-up is also
described and important references are listed.
Section 6.3 deals with design principles and introduces the concept of safety lifecycle.
Reflections are raised about safety design considerations, safety functions and specific
constraints. The concept of basic safety technology for the construction of dependable
systems is introduced. The steps leading to the choice of appropriate safety measures to
be implemented at each level of the system are analysed. Eventually, techniques for
error handling are suggested according to the error type and the current subsystem
involved. Aspects concerning how to increase the safety of data communication in each
node and at system level are analysed and a design strategy is proposed.
The link between the requirements specification and the development process is realised
in section 6.4. The scope of all the fault types that must be considered during system
specification and design is treated in that section. Activities in any of the system’s life
cycle phases can lead to a defect, omission, incorrectness or other flaw that enters into
or develops within the system. Consequently measures and techniques to detect, avoid,
or contain errors and/or to initiate a transition to a safe-state are assessed according to
the V-model at each system level and at each respective phase of development. A
summary of risks and evaluation of protective methods is suggested for the protocol and
bus levels.
Annex A provides an example of a distributed control system - the three nodes axis
control system.
A functional description of the system, a block schema, a simplified structure of the stop
node together with fault tree diagrams, exemplify some of the techniques previously
described.
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An overview of existing techniques for verification and validation from the Defence
Modelling and Simulation Office Department (DMSO) is provided in annex F.

1

Scope

This Nordtest report focuses on safety aspects related to safety-critical distributed
machine control systems and provides guidance on:
a) Risk Assessment principle/method for specification of design criteria,
b) Design Principles and a methodology for the selection of adequate system
architecture, safety features and techniques to achieve a specified safety
integrity level (SIL), and
c) Validation of functional safety by a set of methods as support to both testing
laboratories and industry.

2

Field of application

The field of applications are safety-critical parts of distributed control systems for
industrial machinery. The safety-critical parts of a control system, which provide the
safety functions, shall be designed and constructed according to the Essential Safety
Requirements of Annex I of the Council directive 98/37/EC (the Machinery directive);
Control systems must be designed and constructed so that they are safe and reliable,
in a way that will prevent a dangerous situation arising. Above all they must be
designed and constructed in such a way that:
– they can withstand the rigours of normal use and external factors, and
– errors in logic do not lead to dangerous situations.
The designer has to apply these requirements when determining the safety functions of
the machine. This will include the safety functions of the control system e.g. the
stopping function initiated by an electro-sensitive protective device on a machine.
A typical safety function in a distributed system consists of:
– Input module;
– Logic/processing module;
– Output module;
– Interconnecting means by a field bus.
The contents of this work will be a set of methods that will provide support to both
testing laboratories and industry in validating functional safety of such systems. The
work will combine the strategies of EN 954 and IEC 61508 standards, the former for
safety functions and fault behaviour requirements and the latter for the functional
requirements.
The recommended techniques will be a synthesis of the two standards. Fundamental
topics treated in this work also include the principles for fault detection and types of
recovery features.
Focus will be set on distributed systems and safety aspect related to data transmission.
The contents of this work will be a set of methods that will provide substantial support
to both testing laboratories and industry in validating functional safety of such systems.
By means of the included guidelines and checklists the assessor shall be able to make an
assessment on the overall safety provided by the system.
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Examples of the fields where this guideline can be used are machine control systems and
safety-related parts of control systems.

3
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Definitions and terminology

The purpose of this chapter is to identify and describe the terms and notions specific to
communication aspects related to distributed systems
Byzantine error: A Byzantine error occurs if a number of receivers receive different
(conflicting) values about a real-time entity at some point in time. Some or all of these
values are incorrect. [KOP]
Common cause failure: Failure, which is the result of one or more events, causing
coincident failures of two or more separate channels in a multiple channel system,
leading to system failure.
[IEC 61508-4], 3.6.10
Communicating processes: Communicating processes can be described as a set of
concurrent processes that access common variables, or that respond to signals or
parameters received from other processes. [DES]
Concurrency: In systems containing two or more computers, independent processing
entities can execute simultaneously on separate processors. The concept of two or more
processes operating simultaneously leads to the notion of concurrency. Processes can
operate with true concurrency if their executions overlap in time on separate processors.
If the processes share one processor, they operate with apparent concurrency. No
distinction shall be done in this work, between true and apparent concurrency. [DES]
Dependability: Trustworthiness of a computer system such that reliance can justifiably
be placed in the service it delivers. The service delivered by a system is its behaviour, as
its users perceive it; a user is another system (human or physical), which interacts with
the former. [LAP]
Diversify: Different means of performing a required function. Example Diversity may
be achieved by different physical methods or different design approaches.
[61508-4], 3.3.9
Dynamic risk: Dynamic risk means risk that some properties of the program fail during
the program execution so that the program is unable to perform safety function
E/E/PE: Electrical/electronic/programmable electronic. [IEC 61508]
E/E/PES: Electrical/electronic/programmable electronic system. [IEC 61508]
Error: Part of a system state that is liable to lead to a subsequent failure. Manifestation
of a fault in the system [LAP]
Event-triggered system: A real-time computer system is event-triggered (ET) if all
communication and processing activities are triggered by an event other than a clock
tick. [KOP]
Fail active: The ability of a system to recover and continue execution after the
occurrence of a failure. [HPV]
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Fail halt: The ability of a system to stop after the occurrence of a failure. [HPV]
Fail-operational (FO): The ability of a system to continue to deliver service in
degraded mode and with known safety risks after the occurrence of a failure. [HPV]
Fail-safe (FS): The ability of a system to reach a safe state after the occurrence of a
failure. [HPV]
Fail-silent: A subsystem is fail-silent if it either produces a correct result or no result at
all. [KOP]
Fail soft: The ability of a system to enter a safe state and continue to deliver service in
degraded mode after the occurrence of a failure. [HPV]
Fail passive: The ability of a system to close down after the occurrence of a failure.
[HPV]
Fail stop: The ability of a system to signal a failure and then stop after the occurrence of
a failure. [HPV]

Fault, error and failure
The basic concepts for dependable computer-based systems are fault, error and failure.
Since long they are defined and established in research on fault-tolerant computer
systems. In certain respects the terminology differs from the standards for software
engineering and for reliability. This is quite natural as the prime interest when studying
dependable systems is the handling of defects in a computer-based system
A fault is an impairment that exists in the system or in the usage of a system. A fault can
be a design defect, an illegal input or a hardware failure. Normally a fault is dormant
and if never activated it will never affect the behaviour of the system. Users can
perceive a system as perfectly reliable if the faults never are activated and the system
always behaves as expected and specified. If a fault is activated it will cause an error in
the system, which means that the status of the system deviates from the designer’s
intention. If this erroneous state affects the external behaviour the system fails in giving
service according to specification and we have a failure.
Faults are always hidden. Only errors can be detected as they in other engineering
disciplines can be quantified. Once an error is detected we can:
confine it, so the damage will not spread,
diagnose it, so we know what measures to take to and
treat it, so we can restore the system to its normal state.
If we do not succeed in error detection and recovery, the error may propagate over the
system boundary and cause a failure.

10
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An execution thread
leading to a failure

An execution thread
perceived as normal

An execution thread
perceived as normal
Activated or
triggered

The system border

A fault

Error

Failure

The fundamental fault – error – failure chain.
The notion of fault, error and failure is recursive. A failure in a component of a system
is a fault on the next higher level. A failure in an integrated circuit may cause an output
signal to be stuck at zero, which is a fault in circuit board. A programmer’s failure in
writing correct source code for a program results in a fault in the running program.

. . . FAILURE

Adjudged or
hypothesised
cause

System
internal
effect

User
perceived
effect

FAULT

ERROR

FAILURE

Activation
(internal)
Occurrence
(external)

FAULT . . .

Deviation of
delivered
service from
compliance to
system
specification

Fault - fault, bug, defect, mistake, et c
Failure - failure, crash, breakdown, malfunction, denial of service et c

The hierarchical relationship between failure and fault

Fault-tolerance: Ability of a functional unit to continue to perform a required function
in the presence of faults or errors. [IEC 61508-4], 3.6.3
Firm deadline: A deadline for a result is firm if the result has no utility after the
deadline has passed.[KOP]
FMEA: Failure mode and effects analysis. [IEC 812]
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FO/FS: Fail-operational / fail-safe. A system is FO/FS if it continues to give service
according to its specifications in the presence of one failure, but returns to a safe state in
the presence of two failures.
FO/FO: Fail-operational / fail-operational. A system is FO/FO if it continues to give
service according to its specifications in the presence of two failures.
FTA: Fault tree analysis. [IEC 1025]
Functional safety: Part of the overall safety relating to the EUC and the EUC control
system which depends on the correct functioning of the E/E/PE safety-related systems,
other technology safety-related systems and external risk reduction facilities. [IEC
61508]
Hard deadline: A deadline for a result is hard if a failure can cause loss of the safety
function(s) in case the deadline is missed.
Hard real-time system: A real-time computer system that must meet at least one hard
deadline. [KOP]
Hazard: A hazard is an undesirable condition that has the potential to cause or
contribute to an accident. [KOP]
HazOp: Hazard in Operation Analysis
Jitter: The jitter is the difference between the maximum and the minimum duration of
an action (processing action, communication action). [KOP]
Maintainability (of a machine): Ability of machine to be maintained in a state which
enables it to fulfil its function under conditions of intended use, or restored into such a
state, the necessary actions (maintenance) being carried out according to specified
practices and using specified means.
[EN291-1]
Mutual exclusion: Mutual exclusion is an abstraction of the synchronization problem.
Mutual exclusion allows only one process at a time to access the shared data or
resources within its critical section.
Processes: Processes are defined as functional or logical elements in a decomposition of
a real-time system. [DES]
Real-time system: A real-time computer system is a computer system in which the
correctness of the system behaviour depends not only on the logical results of the
computations, but also on the physical time when the results are produced. [KOP]
Reliability: Dependability with respect to the continuity of service. Measure of
continuous correct service delivery. Measure of the time to failure. [LAP]
Risk: Risk is the product of hazard severity and hazard probability. The severity of a
hazard is the worst-case damage of a potential accident related to the hazard.
Safety: Dependability with respect to the non-occurrence of dangerous failures.
Measure of continuous delivery of either correct service or incorrect service after benign
failure.
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Safety case: A safety case is a combination of a sound set of arguments supported by
analytical and experimental evidence substantiating the safety of a given system. [KOP]
Safety-critical system: A system where a failure can cause damage on persons,
property or the environment. [HPV]. In [KOP] this is synonymous with hard real-time
computer system.
Safety integrity: The probability of a safety-related system satisfactorily performing the
required safety functions under all the stated conditions within a stated period of time.
[IEC 61508-4].
Safety integrity level (SIL): Discrete level (one out of a possible four) for specifying
the safety integrity requirements of the safety functions to be allocated to the E/E/PE
safety-related systems, where safety integrity level 4 has the highest level of safety
integrity and safety integrity level 1 has the lowest. [IEC 61508-4], 3.5.6
Safety lifecycle: Necessary activities involved in the implementation of safety-related
systems, occurring during a period of time that starts at the concept phase of a project
and finishes when all the safety-related systems are no longer available for use. [IEC
61508-4], 3.7.1
Safety-related system: A system that:
• implements the required safety functions necessary to achieve a safe state for
the equipment under control, EUC, or to maintain a safe state for the EUC; and
• is intended to achieve, on its own or with other safety-related systems, the
necessary level of safety integrity for the implementation of the required safety
functions.
[IEC 61508-4].
Security: Dependability with respect to the prevention of unauthorized access and/or
handling of information. [LAP]
Soft deadline: A deadline for a result is soft if the result has utility even after the
deadline has passed.[KOP]
Soft real-time system: A real-time computer system that is not concerned with any hard
deadline. [KOP]
Software isolation: Software isolation is method that separates COTS software from
other software. The method can be based on software or hardware.
Static Risk: Static risk means risk that some properties of the program fail because of
defective initialisation in the beginning of the program execution so that the program is
unable to perform its safety functions.
Synchronisation: The mechanism used to satisfy the timing constraints of two
communicating processes and the protection of access to shared data. [DES]
System: A system is a collection of object, called parts, which are correlated in some
way. [LANG]
Time-triggered system: A real-time computer system is time-triggered (TT) if all
communication and processing activities are initiated at predetermined points in time at
an a priori designated tick of a clock. [KOP]
Trap Door: A trap door is a link to an other part of a program which is unknown to the
program developer and which may introduce an extra risk.
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Voter: A voter is a unit that detects and masks errors by accepting a number of
independently computed input messages, and delivers an output message that is based
on the analysis of the inputs. [KOP]

5

Sampling, sample handling and preparation

Not applicable.

6

Methodology of risk assessment, design and validation

The international standard IEC 61508 covers those aspects to be considered when
electrical/ electronic/ programmable electronic systems (E/E/PESs) are used to carry out
safety functions. This standard:
• applies to safety-related systems when one or more of such systems incorporates
electrical/ electronic/ programmable electronic devices;
• is mainly concerned with the E/E/PE safety-related systems whose failure could
have an impact on the safety of persons and/or the environment;
• uses an overall safety lifecycle model as the technical framework for dealing
systematically with the activities necessary for the functional safety of the
E/E/PE safety-related systems.
The concept of safety lifecycle introduced in the IEC 61508 standard is suitable both for
the risk assessment, development and validation activities of distributed control systems.
The international standard IEC/CD 62061 is a machinery sector implementation of the
basic safety publication IEC 61508. It is intended to enable designers, manufacturers,
suppliers and users to develop and validate safety-related electrical control systems that
adequately reflect their contribution to risk reduction at a machine. This standard:
• specifies requirements and makes recommendations for the design, integration
and validation of safety-related electrical, electronic and programmable
electronic control systems (SRECS) for machines;
• is applicable to control systems used, either singly or in combination, to carry
out safety functions on machines including a group of machines working
together in a coordinated manner;
• is concerned only with safety functions which reduce the risk of injury or
damage to the health of persons in the immediate vicinity of the machine and
those directly involved in the use of the machine.
The international standard EN 954 (ISO 13849) is intended to give guidance during the
design and assessment of control systems which are presumed to comply with the
Essential Safety Requirements of Annex I of the Council directive 98/37/EC (the
Machinery Directive). The standard:
• provides safety requirements and guidance on the principles for the design of
safety-related parts of control systems (SRP/CS). For these parts it specifies
categories and describes the characteristics of their safety functions;
• applies to all safety-related parts of control systems, regardless of the type of
energy used, e.g. electrical, hydraulic, pneumatic, mechanical;
• does not specify which safety functions and which categories shall be used in a
particular case:
• validation of safety-related parts of control systems (part 2).
The international standard EN 1050 (ISO 14121) establishes general principles for the
procedure known as risk assessment by which the knowledge and experience of the
design, use, incidents, accidents and harm related to machinery is brought together. The
aim is to assess the risks during all phases of the life of the machinery. This standard:
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•

gives guidance on the information required to allow risk assessment to be
carried out. Procedures are described for identifying hazards and estimating and
evaluating risk.
has the purpose to provide advice for decisions to be made on the safety of machinery
and the type of documentation required to verify the risk assessment carried out.

6.1

Characteristics and models of distributed systems

In a distributed system the units are connected to each other in some kind of a network.
The main principles are point-to-point networks or star networks, where every
peripheral unit is connected to a master unit via its own cable, and bus networks, where
all units are connected to a common bus. As the bus systems have many advantages, we
will only discuss them as follows.
The main problem with a bus system is to give all units fair access to the bus with high
performance and high reliability. The oldest systems used a master unit, which
controlled all traffic on the bus. There are always problems with a central unit and
methods have been invented to circumvent them. A virtual master replaced the physical
master and the role of master was distributed among the units in the network. The virtual
master was implemented as a token, which was passed to the unit that needed access to
the bus. The unit in possession of the token had exclusive access to the bus and all other
unit listened. New problems arose, e.g. when the network lost the token or when
multiple tokens appeared.
Modern bus systems have no master. All connected units can access the bus-multiple
access. Like real-time systems there are two basic principles to give units access to the
bus, event-driven and time-triggered.

6.1.1 Characteristics of distributed systems
The figure below shows how a distributed control system could be split up in a number
of subparts.

System
Node
Protocol
Bus

Figure 6.1.1.1 System overview of a distributed control system
These above levels are chosen because of that they together give a good understanding
of how a distributed control system is built up.
The below figure describes a little bit more in detail this division for a system with
totally three nodes:
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System

Node 1

Node 2

I/O hardware

Node 3

I/O hardware
RAM

OS
CPU

RAM

OS
CPU

PROM

Application

I/O hardware

PROM

Application

EEPROM

EEPROM

Protocol
Protocol

CPU

PROM

Application

RAM

OS

Protocol
Protocol

Protocol

Protocol

EEPROM
Protocol
Protocol
Protocol

Bus

Figure 6.1.1.2 Structure of a distributed control system
Below follows a short summary of each level, where the main focus is put on aspects
specific for distributed systems.
Bus level:
Bus level only includes the physical bus which is connected between the different nodes.
Example on parts belonging to the bus level:
• Physical realisation
- redundant bus
- non redundant bus
• Type of bus
- shielded/not shielded
- bandwidth limitations
• Installation aspects
- correct grounding
- correct termination
- used bus length
- used drop length
• Fault types
- open circuit
- short circuit
- incorrect impedance
- EMC disturbances
Protocol level:
Protocol level includes software and hardware which is used to transfer information
between different nodes in an appropriate way.
Example on parts belonging to the protocol level:
• Built in fault detection and fault handling mechanisms
- Cyclic redundancy check code, parity bits, sequence numbering
- Bus load monitoring
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- Bus line monitoring
Services available
- Mode handling
- Synchronisation
- Membership agreement
- Atomic broadcast
- Re-transmission
Fault types
- Jitter
- Latency
- Incorrect information received
- No information at all received
- ”Babbling idiot”

Node level:
Node level is placed above the protocol level and includes aspects, not handled by the
specific protocol, that are related to transfer of information between different nodes in
an appropriate way. Depending on which protocol is used it may be necessary to add
extra services at the node level that are not included in the protocol level.
If services available in the protocol level also must be handled by the node level correct
actions must also be made at this level, as an example if the protocol level offers a
synchronisation service it may also be necessary to build in synchronisation features at
the node level.
If the node level detects faults or if faults are reported from the protocol level the node
could perform the following actions:
•

Degraded operation

•

Enter a safe state

System level:
System level is the highest level and this level includes all nodes and the common bus.
On this level it is possible to detect failures related to transmission of information by
knowledge about how the nodes in the system should act in different situations.

6.1.2

Bus systems

When a number of units are connected to a common bus they must have a way to avoid
collisions. If the communication is event driven any node can send a message on the bus
when the bus is free. A problem arises when two units simultaneously start to send.
They must detect the collision and have a common strategy to recover from the
collision. A time-triggered system obviously solves this collision problem as
communication is periodic and each time period is divided in a number of time slots.
Each node has its own time slice when it can send messages and all other nodes listen.
Other problems arise such as that of synchronization. Current time triggered system
have solved these problems.
CSMA - Carrier Sense Multiple Access is the name of the event-driven principle. A
node that wants to send a message checks if the bus is available or busy - it senses the
carrier of the messages. If the bus is available it starts sending and senses the carrier
while sending. If two nodes start sending simultaneously they both recognise the
collision by sensing the carrier. There are two principles to handle the collision:
CA - Collision Avoidance, where access to the bus is granted to the unit with the highest
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priority and the other unit backs off.
CD - Collision Detect, where both units back off. After some time chosen by some
algorithm they try again to get access to the bus.
TDMA – Time Division Multiple Access is the name of the time-triggered principle.
The communication is cyclic and a cycle is divided in a number of time-slots. All
communication between the units in a network is scheduled in advance. Every unit has
access to the bus only in predetermined time-slots,

6.1.2.1 Ethernet
Ethernet is the best-known example of a CSMA/CD system. It was invented some 25
years ago and is one of the pillars of Internet. It its probably the most widespread type of
network in the world.
In an Ethernet you can connect any number of units and the performance of the network
depends only on the traffic. When a collision occurs both units randomly choose a delay
until next try. For each new try the average value of the delay is doubled. Even when the
bus is busy, a message eventually reaches its destination, but it can take time. As a rule
of thumb, an Ethernet must not be loaded more than 10 % of its nominal capacity.
Hence Ethernet is not suitable for hard-real time applications.

6.1.2.2 LON
LON is another example of a CSMA/CD system. It is intended for real-time systems in
building automation. It is also widespread today and according to sales information
more than two million nodes are installed today.
LON uses a random generator to reduce the probability of collision at the start of
transmission and during retransmissions as a result of collisions. When a node wants to
send a message it makes a randomly chosen delay after the latest message on the bus.
The average value of this delay is a function of the load on the bus and the system is
designed to minimise the probability of collisions under high load. As with Ethernet
LON is not suitable for hard-real-time applications.

6.1.2.3 Control Area Network (CAN)
CAN – Control Area Network – is the best known example of a CSMA/CA system. It is
intended for real-time systems in automotive applications and is used in many modern
road vehicles. CAN has today found its use in many other application areas.
CAN has six fields defined for a message. The first field is a bus arbitration field, which
also is an identifier of the message type. For a message with high priority the type
identifier starts with a number of zeroes; the higher the priority, the larger the number of
zeroes. When a node intends to send a message it puts the message onto the bus when
the bus is idle. Sending zeroes puts the bus in a low state and sending ones in a high
state. The low state is dominant. If two units simultaneously try to send the unit with the
larger of number of zeroes keeps the bus low and the other unit recognizes the collision
and backs off. As with other CSMA systems a pure CAN is not suitable for hard realtime applications.

6.1.2.4 Time Triggered Protocol (TTP)
TTP – Time Triggered Protocol is a modern example of a TDMA system. Its intended
application area is the automotive industry and it is supposed to replace CAN in safetycritical applications. TTP is designed to accommodate for the specific requirements of
fault-tolerant distributed systems. There is intensive research work going on in TDMA
systems in general and TTP in particular.
TTP is designed to provide flexibility and determinism. Particularly the following goals
shall be met:
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• Message transport with low latency and minimal jitter
• Support of composability
• Provision of a fault-tolerant membership service
• Fault-tolerant clock synchronisation
• Distributed redundancy management
• Minimal overhead, both in message length and the number of messages
• Scalability to high data rates
Efficient operation on twisted pair wires

6.1.3

Technical models for system description

The purpose of this section is to identify different techniques appropriate to the
description of a distributed system and its subsystems. Those techniques shall address
the communication aspects related to safety-related functions in such a way that the
further analysis and evaluation are facilitated. The following five methods are identified
as follows:
- Block schema
- Unified Modeling Language (UML)
- Data Flow Diagram (DFD)
- State Diagrams (STD)
- Functional threads

6.1.3.1 Block schema
An ordinary block schema is an excellent vehicle for modelling computer-based system.
The parts of the system are represented by rectangles. A name or a short description is
written inside the rectangle. Software, hardware or external entities can be represented.
Connections between the parts can be illustrated by arrows or lines appropriate labelled.
A technique for modelling a computer-based must be hierarchic. A part in one schema
must be possible to expand in a new schema, where the internals of the part are

illustrated.
Motor node
Message
in
Bus

Motor driver

Motor

Inbuffer

Message
decode

Message
in

Bus

Message
encode

Message
out

Application

Bus driver
Message
out

Figure 6.1.3.1.1 Block schema for a motor node
Bus driver

Bus

Bus
interface

Protocol
handler

Figure 6.1.3.1.2 Bus driver enlarged
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6.1.3.1.1 Brake control
The brake control subsystem reads sensor values and controls the proportional valve.
When in ready mode it supervises any movements of the brake. As soon as the brake has
rotated a given angle the main program changes to arrestment mode and the brake
control exclusively controls the arrestment.

6.1.3.1.2 Graph
Ms_i

Main

Brake control

Gives stop distance

Hook
Net

Gives pressure
set value

Berakn

Gives
travelled
distance
Vagmat

Gives
current
pressure

Orders
pressure

Tryckmat

Pulse
signal
Rotation
sensor

Valvereg

Tryckset

Analogue
signal
Pressure
sensor

PWM
signal
Control
valve

Figure 6.1.3.1.2

6.1.3.1.3 Description
Vagmat
Reads the proximity sensor, which produces pulses when the tooth wheel rotates. It
accumulates the number of pulses to measure the travelled distance during an
arrestment. Rewind mode clears the accumulator. It also measures the interval time
between pulse to obtain a value on the momentary speed of the aircraft under
arrestment.
Basic pulse counting and time measurement is done by the processor hardware. Vagmat
is thus the drive routine for the counter.

Tryckmat
Reads the pressure sensor, converts the value to engineering units and stores it as the
current value of the brake pressure. The A/D-conversion is done by hardware and
tryckmat is the drive routine.

Tryckset
Generates a pulse of a given length corresponding to the desired pressure on the brake.
Input is the brake pressure and the routine converts it to a pulse length depending on the
characteristics of the proportional valve. To generate a pulse a service of tryckset has to
be called for each pulse. Hence the calling routine determines the pulse frequency and
tryckset the pulse length.
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Tryckset uses the pulse generating functions of the processor hardware and is thus a
drive routine.

Valvereg
PID-regulator for the brake pressure. Each valve is individual, which makes a regulator
a necessity. The object contains:
• a low-pass filter,
• output value limits,
• output value change limits and
• an anti-windup reset function.
Regulator parameters are set in source text, but can be made loadable.

Berakn
Controls an arrestment. It implements the speed regulator algorithm, contains the
braking profile and calculates the momentarily desired brake pressure. It save key data
during an arrestment, so that they can be retrieved later.

Hok and Net
Only contain the stop distances for the hook barriers and the net barriers.

6.1.3.1.4 Communication control
6.1.3.1.5 Graph
Main Computer

CLP0

Ch 2

SCI

Brake
processor
Ch 0
SPI

SPI
Ch 0
SCI
CLP1

Ch 2

ACIA

Communica
tion

ACIA

ACIA

Ch 4

Ch 6

Ch 8

CLA

RS0

RS1

Figure 6.1.3.1.5.1 Communication channels and ports.
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Figure 6.1.3.1.5.1.2 Objects in the communication processor
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Chario

Figure 6.1.3.1.5.1.3 Objects in the brake processor
6.1.3.1.6 Description
The communication object handles the hardware serial communication ports and
transforms the logical channel numbers to hardware addresses. There are three different
kinds of serial ports with different properties, which have to be handled in different
ways. The communication object handles all these inhomogeneous properties and makes
the serial ports all look the same from a calling program.

SPI
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Drive routine for the serial peripheral interface built into the processor. It is used only
for communication between the two processors in the computer. Transmission type is
half duplex, which is hidden inside the routine. There is only one instance of the port in
each processor.

SCI
Handles the serial communication interface built into the processor. It has functions for
initiating the port, polling reading and writing. There is only one instance of the port in
each processor.

ACIA
Handles the external asynchronous communication interface adapters, which are a
certain kind of serial ports. Three instances of such ports are connected to the
communication processor and none to the brake processor. The package has functions
for initiating, polling, reading and writing the ports. Only one, generic instance of the
object exist in the program system and it handles all three ports.

Modem
Only the ACIAs has functions for communication via a modem. This is used for RS1 in
the Ground computer and in the ATC computer for communication via radio. The object
has functions for setting and clearing of RTS and checking of CTS and DCD according
to the V.24 and RS232C standards and the specification for the Sattel Satteline 1AS
radio data modem.

Chario
The object makes the transformations from logical channel numbers to hardware ports.
It has function for initialisation, reading and writing of all serial ports.

Buffert
Administrates one in buffer and one out buffer for each logical channel. It lies between
the application programs and the port handling routines. Towards the application
programs it handles messages and towards the ports it handles individual characters.
The object also handles the communication protocols. Outgoing messages are dressed
with message start and stop characters and the message checksum is calculated and
appended. Incoming messages are checked. The routines calculate the message
checksum and compares it with the received checksum. They strip the message start and
stop characters.

Scbuf
Administrates buffers for the SPI and CLA ports. It is designed for the slave
communication processor, where the requirements on performance are high in the
communication with the Master computer.

6.1.3.2 The Unified Modeling Language (UML)
The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a standardized way to specify, visualize, and
document software systems. It is mainly derived from three earlier notations: Booch
OOD (Object-Oriented Design), Rumbaugh OMT (Object Modelling Technique), and
Jacobson OOSE (Object-Oriented Software Engineering), and was accepted as a
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standard in 1997 by the Object Management Group (OMG). Even though focus is on
modelling object-oriented systems, UML can be used to model any kind of system.
UML defines twelve types of diagrams that can be used for the modelling. These are
divided into three categories: Structural Diagrams, Behaviour Diagrams, and Model
Management Diagrams.
Structural diagrams are used to show the static structure of the system and include class
diagram, object diagram, component diagram, and deployment diagram. Classes and
objects and their relationships are the primary modelling elements in object-oriented
modelling. An object is any part of a system that we can talk about and manipulate, e.g.
a sensor, a machine, or an actuator. A class is a description of the data that an object can
have and how it can be manipulated. An object is therefore an instantiation of a class,
i.e. something that exists. Examples of class diagrams and object diagrams are shown in
figure 1. These diagrams are mainly concerned with the logical structure of the system
and its data. Structural diagrams are also used to model the physical architecture of the
system, like different software and hardware components, and interfaces between them.

myPilot:
autopilot

autopilot

sensor
thread

control

RS232
port

actuator
thread

GPS:
sensor
thread

PID:
control

COM1:
RS232
port

rudder:
actuator
thread

COM2:
RS232
port

Figure 6.1.3.2.1 Class diagram (left) and object diagram (right) for an autopilot
system
Behaviour diagrams are used to model the dynamic behaviour of systems. There exist
five behaviour diagrams: use case diagram, sequence diagram, activity diagram,
collaboration diagram, and state chart diagram. Use-case diagrams show different
scenarios for the intended use of the system. Sequence diagram, activity diagram, and
collaboration diagram all show interactions between objects, but with focus on time,
work, and space respectively. The state chart diagram is used to model the different
states of an object. In figure 2 a sequence diagram and a state chart diagram are
exemplified.
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sensor
thread

getangle(deviation)

data ready
setangle(angle)
{b-a<1s}

getpos()
b

Figure 6.1.3.2.2 State chart diagram for a GPS thread (left) and sequence
diagram (right).
Model management diagrams are used to organize and manage the application modules.
The diagrams include packages, subsystems, and models. These do not have any
instances and therefore only have meaning during the model work.
It should be noted that UML does not define a method, i.e. a process that shows how to
use the models in order to gather requirements and turn them into a working application.
However, there exist methodologies that are based on UML, like the Rational Unified
Process (RUP). More information about UML can be found on OMG’s homepage
(www.omg.org), and information about the RUP can be found on Rational’s homepage
(www.rational.com).

6.1.3.3 Data Flow Diagram (DFD)
Analysis and design tools are necessary in developing real time systems. The functional
model is a graphic method for systematic analysis and design of such systems. The
major benefit of the functional model is its substantial contribution to each phase of
development and also during the validation process. By providing material for system
analysis the functional model helps the designers to describe the hierarchy of the system
and manage the complexity of the design requirements. The functional model is a
perfect tool to describe the hierarchy in the system, thus providing the basics for more
detailed analysis. Functional aspects in a system can be analysed from top level via subsystem levels down to components level.
Data flow diagrams (DFDs) are used as one of the primary analysis tools for managing
the complexity of the requirements of a real-time system. The DFD describes the data
flow between the components of the system. The top level DFD or Context diagram
illustrates the interfaces between the software system and the various hardware devices.
The context diagram of the example described in section 6.2.1.5 of this report is shown
below.

rudder:
actuator
thread
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Context diagram

1
Axis controller

Stop button

Sensor

Motor

Figure 6.1.3.3.1 Axis Controller
The functional model is a perfect tool to describe the hierarchy in the system, thus
providing the basics for more detailed analysis.
Axis Controller

1.3
Sensor
Monitor
1.1
Axis Manager
1.2
Stop-button
Monitor

1.4
Motor
Controller
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Figure 6.1.3.3.2 Data flow diagram – Axis Controller
Functional aspects in a system can be analysed from top level via sub-system levels
down to components level.
The following diagrams are drawn in order to analyse a desired functionality that is of
primary importance for the behaviour of the three nodes system. This set of diagrams is
used in the section 6.1.1.14 of this report to illustrate the implementation of a functional
thread.
Axis Manager

1.1.1
Motor
Superviser
1.1.3
Sensor input
Reader

1.1.2
Stop-button
position
Reader

1.1.4
Motor speed
Reader
Motor
Control

Figure 6.1.3.3.3 Data flow diagram – Motor Superviser
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Stop button position Reader

1.1.2.1
Protocol Reader

1.1.2.2
Protocol Check
Stop
Controller

Figure 6.1.3.3.4 Data flow diagram – Stop-button position Reader
6.1.3.4 State Diagrams
State Transition Diagram highlights the time-dependent behaviour of a system. The
diagrams (state charts) aim to describe the different states of the program and how to
move from one state to another. State transition diagrams help a lot to understand the
operation of the program. It is also easier to start programming and the code can be
more reliable when well-inspected state transition diagrams are available.
Figure 6.1.3.4.1 shows an example of a state transition diagram.
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Stop-state
RUN=1
RUN allowed
-----------------t1=20ms

Fault condition

RUN-command
RS=0
-----------R=1

RS=1
---------fault

FAULT=1
---------R=0
RS=0

Check the safety relay
INPUT=0
FAULT=0
---------RS=1

Feedback=0
---------R=0
RS=0

Feed back checking
Feedback=1
---------Runthemotor=1

Run the motor

RUN=0
or
FEEDBACK=0
---------R=0
RS=0
Runthemotor=0

Figure 6.1.3.4.1 Example of a state transition diagram.
State Transition Diagrams can be used for different types of projects. Some examples
are:
-

user interface of interactive software
specification of data processing systems
hardware system description
specification of communication protocols
computer-aided instruction
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Reference: [EN501]

6.1.3.5 Functional threads
Functional threads are processed from the functional model. The purpose of a functional
thread is to enlighten the interconnections and relationship between elements involved
in the realisation of a specific functionality. Consequently parts of the system that are
not safety-related are excluded for further analysis.
In our present example, focus is made on the stop function because of its criticality.
The simplest type of thread may be seen as a sequence of elements between the input
and the output of a function. The functional thread does not address different system
levels as the functional model does, but rather describes a specific functionality within a
system.
This method provides a more detailed view of the system than the functional model
does. The safety-related parts of the system can be analysed without unnecessary and
redundant information related to parts of the system that are not safety-related.
Further methods to build the functional threads are described in the [ESA]. ESA report
‘Guidelines for Considering a Software Intensive System within FMECA Studies’.
If the assessor considers the functionality of a system as too difficult to be described
with only functional threads, the data flow analysis may be used as a complementary
method to the functional threads.
The example of the annex A illustrates a functional thread that has been extracted from
section 6.1.3.5 of this report.
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Figure 6.1.3.5.1 Functional thread – Stop function
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Analysis methods

The FMEA worksheet and the fault tree are the results of analyses of fault, errors and
failures in a system. For reliability analysis they are most valuable. Still more valuable is
the analysis itself. The road is more important than the goal.
As the purpose of FTA is to find and pinpoint weak parts of a system the technique can
very well be used to find what kind of error detection shall be included in a system and
where it shall be put.
FMEA can be regarded as an intellectual fault injection into a system. As such it can be
use to find how a system shall be tested.
Independence between functions, nodes, modules or items may be a requirement to
provide the specified safety integrity level. Therefore, it is a necessity to ensure that
such independence exists or that the risk associated with dependence is deem
acceptable. The Common- Cause Analysis (CCA) enables identification of single
sources causing several critical components failures.

6.1.4.1 Fault tree analysis (FTA)
Fault tree analysis is a method to analyse potential failures of a system to find their
underlying causes – the faults. FTA is used for design purposes and helps the designer
find potential weaknesses and faults. FTA is also used for verification and validation
purposes to demonstrate that certain failures cannot occur. The analyst states a
hypothesis about a certain kind of failure and FTA helps the analyst falsify the
hypothesis.
Fault tree analysis starts with a given event for a system and helps the analyst trace the
possible causes of the event by backward tracing through the system. We call this the
top event and it is normally some kind of unwanted behaviour of the system. It can
however be any kind of event. On the top level the analyst regards the immediate causes
of the event and the combination of the causes. If they can cause the event
independently he illustrates that with and OR operation. If the causes must coincide he
illustrates that with an AND operation. Other logical operations are of course possible to
use if the analysed system demands that.
Having found the immediate cause of the event the analyst proceeds with analysing the
causes one by one in the same way the top event was treated and draws a tree with the
events, their causes and their relationships.
AND gate

Event occurs only if all input events occur
simultaneously

OR gate

Event occurs if any of the input events occur,
either alone or in any combination

Basic event

Event which cannot be subdivided
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Event
description
bloc

Name or description of the even, event code, and
probability of occurrence (as required) shall be
included within the symbol

Figure 6.1.4.1.1 Fundamental symbols for FTA according to standard [IEC
1025]
Fault tree analysis can be made on any number of events that can occur in a system.
Fault tree analysis answers why a system can behave in an unwanted way.

6.1.4.2 Failure modes and effect analysis (FMEA)
Failure mode and effects analysis is a method to analyse the effect on a system of
failures in its components. An analyst starts with the components on the lowest level and
for each component finds a failure model. I.e. he must find in which ways each
component can fail. For each component and each type of failure the analyst finds how
the failure affects the subsystem on the next higher level. Traditionally he also finds
how the failure affects the system as a whole.

Equipm.
name

Function

Ident
no.

Failure
mode

Failure
cause

Failure effect
Local
effect

End
effect

Failure
detection

Alternative
provisions

Failure
probab.

Criticality
level

Figure 6.1.4.2.1 Example of a worksheet for failure mode effects and criticality
analysis according to standard [IEC 812]
The meaning or the columns are as follows: Equipment name and Function describes the
analysed component and which is given an Ident no. The Failure mode is the effect by
which a failure is observed in a system component. The Failure cause is the underlying
fault and its trigger. Local effect and End effect are the effects on the component and
consequences the highest system level. Failure detection is mechanisms that can be used
to detect the failure. Alternative provisions is used to describe provisions to prevent or
reduce the effect of the failure, e.g. redundancy. Failure probability and Criticality level
are used when it is desirable to quantify the criticality of a failure in a component and to
estimate the probability that the failure occurs. In this case the analysis is called
FMECA, failure mode, effects and criticality analysis. Failure mode and effects analysis
should be made for all components in a system.
Failure mode analysis answers the question how failures in a component of a system
affect the behaviour of the system.
FMEA and FTA are complementary as shown in Figure 6.1.4.2.2

Remarks
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FMEA

Component

Component

System

Component

FTA

Fig 6.1.4.2.2 FTA and FMEA are complementary
6.1.4.3 Common Cause Analysis (CCA)
The objective of the Common Cause Analysis is to identify single sources causing
several critical components failures. System complexity increases the risk of commoncause failures.
Any factors that cause failure can be the source of common-cause failure. These factors
may be of internal or external origin. Examples of internal factors are design errors or
manufacturing errors. Design errors are a major source of common-cause failure. During
product development, though testing is extensive under the design process, the system is
not tested in such a way that the design fault is apparent.
Examples of external factors are maintenance faults, operational errors, or
environmental stress. Environmental stress includes electrical stressor events,
mechanical stress, physical stress, and heavy usage.
Although hardware design errors do occur, the vast majority of design errors are
software design errors.
If redundant elements are identical, they suffer from the same design errors and may fail
in exactly the same way, given the same inputs.

6.1.4.3.1 Common-cause avoidance
In a safety-related system, the overall hardware, the software architecture, and the safety
features with associated diagnostic coverage shall match hardware and systematic safety
integrity requirements.
In a multi-channel system, common cause failures are likely to affect more than one
channel. Consequently the common cause failure is the dominant factor in determining
the overall probability of failure and must be taken into account to obtain a realistic
estimate of the safety integrity level.
The architecture shall allow the system to carry out internal diagnostic testing functions
during online-operation. In addition to internal testing, each channel shall monitor the
outputs of other channels. In the occurrence of a failure in one channel, this failure shall
be detected and a safe shutdown will be initiated by one or more remaining channels
that have not failed and are executing the cross monitoring test.
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The cross monitoring tests shall be carried out at a rate high enough to detect a nonsimultaneous common cause failure that is about to occur.
Failure sources that are responsible for common–cause failures have to be identified,
before the designer implements specific features to protect the system.
The common-cause protection parameters are based on three rules, namely:
- physical separation of redundant units
- diversity
- “ruggedizing” the design for high strength

6.1.4.3.2 Estimating the Beta Factor
One of the simplest Common-Cause Modelling techniques consists of dividing the
failure rate of each component into common cause (two or more fail) and normal (one
fails). A fractional multiplication factor known as beta factor is used to subdivide the
failure rates.
In Figure 6.1.4.3.2.1 the area within the rectangle represents the total rate of stress
events where stress is high enough to cause failure. When only one unit is subjected to
the stress, the stress rate equals the failure rate. Thus the area within the rectangle
represents the rate at which one or more units fail due to a stress event: the failure rate.
Over a portion of the area, stress is high enough to cause fail in two or more units due to
stress event. That portion is designated by β. The beta factor is used to divide the failure
rate into the “common-cause” portion, λC, and the normal portion, λN. The following
equations are used:
λC = β * λ
and
λN = (1 – β) * λ

(1 – β)
ONE COMPONENT FAILS
DUE TO STRESS
β
TWO OR MORE
COMPONENTS FAIL
DUE TO STRESS

Figure 6.1.4.3.2.1 Venn Diagram of Failure Rate Showing Beta Factor
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Other methods that can be applied for Common-Cause Modeling include:
Markov Models
Multiple Error Shock Model (MESH)
Fault Trees
Reliability block diagrams
References: [RELI], [IEC61508-6]

6.1.5

Failure models

6.1.5.1 Flaviu Cristian failure model on system level
A useful failure model is derived from a more general model of failures in software
components [CAS86], Figure 6.1.5.1.1. The types of failures are:
Crash:
An error in the component causes the component to permanently halt or to lose its
internal state. This kind of failure is the easiest to detect.
Omission:
The component gives no response on a stimulus. In a certain situation it does not react
but may later return to normal behaviour.
Timing:
An error in the component causes the component to react either too early or too late.
Computation:
Due to errors in the component the value of the result it delivers is wrong.
Byzantine:
An error in the component makes it behave in a totally arbitrary manner during a failure.

Byzantine
Computation
Timing
Omission

Crash

Figure 6.1.5.1.1 The Flaviu Cristian model.
6.1.5.2

Failure mode on protocol level

The transmission failures related to serial communication
In serial communication the information is transmitted and received bit by bit. This is
typical for field busses and e.g. radio communication. In basic case there is only one
channel for communication, but that one channel can pass long messages quickly
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enough for the application. It is also possible that several receivers apply the same
message.
In this type of transmission failures can be divided into following basic failure modes. In
the list after the failure mode there are some examples of events that can cause the
failure mode, but also other causes are possible. In some cases one cause can trigger two
or more failure modes.
-

-

-

Repetition. This means that the same message is sent all the time. This can mean
that the transmitter is unable to send new information or it sends so much
information that it fills the whole transmission media and no other communication is
possible (so called babbling idiot).
Loss. This can mean that the transmission media is not able to function (e.g. broken
device) or there is so much interference that sometimes the message cannot be
received.
Insertion. This means that a message is received unintentionally.
Incorrect sequence. This means that the messages are received in an incorrect
order. This may cause a cancelling of a safety function (e.g. if speed command
should come first and stop command after it; then if the sequence is incorrect the
stop command might be overruled by speed command).
Message corruption. This means that one or more data bits are changed in the
message.
Delay. This means that the message is received correctly, too late. Delay can be
caused e.g. by interference or overloaded media.
Erroneous addressing (masquerade). This is possible if there are both safety and
non-safety messages transmitted via the same transmission media. It could be
possible that this non-safety related message is interpreted as safety related message.

When searching risks, which are related to bus level (single channel), all the failure
modes that are mentioned above have to be considered. On system level it is possible to
consider how e.g. redundancy, diversity, repeating messages and comparison between
messages can minimise the risks.

6.1.5.3 Failure mode on bus level
During normal operation, several bus failures may occur that could influence the bus
operation. These failures and the resulting behaviour of the network are illustrated in
Figure 6.1.5.3.1 and described in table 6.1.5.3.1. The possible open circuit and short
circuit failures are given by the CAN standard [ISO 11898 1993]. The failure 16 is not
exactly in the ISO standard, but the failure differs from failure 15 if the shield is
grounded from one point.
The CAN bus is originally made for road vehicles, but increasingly often the system is
used in machine automation. Also some safety busses are based on CAN.
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Figure 6.1.5.3.1 Possible failure modes of bus line according to ISO 11898.
Failure modes 10-15 are not numbered in ISO 118981 and failure mode 16 is not
given in ISO 11898. Failure modes 10-12 are interpreted as a single failure mode
in ISO 11898.

1

Note also that in some editions of the ISO 11898 standard, the numbering of the failure modes
is not consistent: the illustrative figure and the detailed table of the ISO standard do not match
with the failure mode numbers. The numbering given in Figure 6.1.5.3.1 follows the numbering
of the table in the ISO 11898.
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Table 6.1.5.3.1. Bus failure detection according to ISO 11898.
Description of bus failures

Behaviour of network1)

Quality of
specification2)

One node becomes disconnected
from the bus (10,11,12)

The remaining nodes continue
communicating.

Recommended.

One node loses power (13)

The remaining nodes continue
communicating with reduced signal to
noise ratio.

Recommended.

One node loses ground (14)

The remaining nodes continue
communicating with reduced signal to
noise ratio.

Recommended.

The connection to the shield
breaks off in any node (15)

All nodes continue communicating.

Recommended.

The connection to the shield
breaks off and all nodes lose
shield connection (16)

All nodes continue communicating, but
disturbances are more probable.

-----

CAN_H interrupted (1)

All nodes continue communicating with
reduced signal to noise ratio.

Recommended.

CAN_L interrupted (2)

-”-

Recommended.

CAN_H shorted to battery voltage - ” (3)

Recommended.

CAN_L shorted to ground (4)

-”-

Recommended.

CAN_H shorted to ground (5)

-”-

Recommended.

CAN_L shorted to battery voltage - ” (6)

Recommended.

CAN_L wire shorted to CAN_Hwire (7)

-”-

Optional.

CAN_H and CAN_L wires
interrupted at the same location
(8)

No operation within the complete system. Recommended.
Nodes within the resulting subsystem that
contains the termination network contains
communication.

(no reference to
ISO 11898)
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Loss of one connection to
termination network (9)

All nodes continue communicating with
reduced signal to noise ratio.

Recommended.

1) The example in figure 6.1.5.3.1 excludes all fault tolerant modes
2) The quality of specification is defined as follows.
Recommended: If the respective failure occurs the network behaviour should be as described in
the second column of the table. To exclude this specified functionality is the manufacturer’s
choice.
Optional: If the respective failure occurs the network behaviour may be as described in the
second column of the table. To include this fuller specified functionality is the manufacturer’s
choice.
Table 6.1.5.3.1Continued

6.2

Risk assessment and safety requirements

The overall design procedure includes a risk assessment, the principles of which are
given in EN 1050 “Principles for risk assessment”. This risk assessment covers the
whole machine life cycle. If it is found that there are risks that must be reduced, then
appropriate measures for risk reduction shall be chosen.
The designer of safety-critical parts of distributed control systems has to combine the
design and validation of the safety-critical parts as part of the risk assessment and risk
reduction procedure. The objective is to reduce the risk associated with a given hazard
or hazardous situation under all conditions of use of the machinery.
From the risk assessment of the machine, the designer shall decide the contribution to
the reduction of risk that needs to be provided by each safety-critical part of the control
system. This contribution does not cover the overall risk of the machinery under control,
but that part of the risk reduction process to determine the safety functions of the
machine. This will include the safety functions of the control system e.g. the stopping
function initiated by an electro-sensitive protective device on a machine.
The safety-critical parts of a control system that provide the safety functions shall be
designed and constructed so that the principles of EN 1050 are fully taken into account,
and i.e.:
– during all intended use and foreseeable misuse;
– when fault(s) or failure(s) occur;
– when foreseeable human mistakes are made during the intended use of the
machine as a whole.
The risk assessment process involves a series of logical steps aimed to a systematic
examination of the potential hazards associated with a system. It is an iterative sequence
of activities that lead to the adoption of the appropriate design, construction as well as
the implementation of safety measures necessary to reach a specified safety integrity
level.
The risk assessment process involves a series of logical steps aimed to a systematic
examination of the potential hazards associated with a system. It is an iterative sequence
of activities that lead to the adoption of the appropriate design, construction as well as
the implementation of safety measures necessary to reach a specified safety integrity
level.
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6.2.1 Risk assessment procedure
The activities performed during the risk assessment procedure are described in EN 1050.
This is a basic systematic procedure for risk assessment but without support of any
specific methods (e.g. FMEA, FTA and CCA, which are previously presented in this
report). The diagram in Figure 6.2.1.1 is extracted from EN 1050.
START

Determination of
the limits of the
machinery

Hazard
identification

Risk analysis

Risk
assessment

Risk estimation

Risk evalution

Is the
machinery
safe?

YES

END

NO

Risk reduction

The risk reduction process and the selection of appropriate safety measures
are not part of risk assessment. For further explanation,
see clause 5 of EN 292-1:1991 and EN 292-2.
Figure 6.2.1.1 The iterative process to achieve safety according to EN 1050.
As seen in Figure 6.2.1.1 risk assessment consists of:
Risk analysis, which includes the following actions:
a) the determination of the limits of the system
b) the hazard identification
c) the risk estimation
Risk evaluation, which allows judgements to be made on the safety of the complete
system.
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6.2.1.1 Determination of the limits
The objective is to develop a platform of understanding, sufficient to enable the
appropriate safety-related activities to be carried out. The phases of machinery/system
life, the intended use, the reasonably foreseeable misuse, the anticipated level of
competence of users, familiarisation with the system, the definition of the control
functions to be provided, the physical environment of operation are aspects that are
necessary for the next phase of the remaining safety lifecycle activities.
Reference: [IEC 61508-1], 7.2

6.2.1.2 Hazard identification
The potential sources of hazards and hazardous events are determined when the
boundary of the system is defined. Hazards are e.g. unexpected start-up of moving
machine parts or loss of the stopping function, electrical hazards, micro-wave radiation
etc.
References: [NT 459]; section 6.5.2
[EN1050]; chapter 6

6.2.1.2.1 HazOp
HazOp is the mostly used method for risk and hazard analysis at an early stage of
development. The method complies with the requirements stated in the IEC61508
standard for an early, preliminary safety assessment.
HazOp is a systematic brain storming process, equally applicable to hardware and
software. The guidance is provided by the guidewords while the system or the functions
of the system, so called study nodes, provide the structure. The method is used to have
an overview of all potential hazards, and can be used for:
-

safety assessment during which a control that all potential hazards are handled by
the system.
system design, provided that a preliminary HazOp has been carried out. In order to
check whether the goals can be reached, the process enters into a loop consisting of
design, HazOp and fault tree analysis.

The guidewords control the HazOp process by focusing on deviations from defined
states, which can occur during operation or maintenance. In some sense the guidewords
can be viewed as generalised failure modes while the study nodes are system
components or system functions.
Reference: [NT 460]; section 6.5.3.1

6.2.1.3 Risk estimation
The risk estimation is carried out for each hazard by determining the elements of risk.
The risk associated with a particular situation is derived from a combination of:
the severity of harm,
the probability of occurrence of that harm, which is a function of
the frequency and duration of the exposure to hazard
the probability of occurrence of a hazardous event;
the technical and human possibilities to avoid or limit the harm.
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Reference: [EN1050]; chapter 7

6.2.1.4 Risk evaluation
Risk evaluation is carried out to determine if risk reduction is required or whether safety
has been achieved. If risk reduction is required, then appropriate safety measures shall
be selected and applied. Guidance for “matching” the safety measures to actual risk
level is given in EN 954 (category system) and IEC 61508 (SILs). A comparison
between the concepts of EN 954 and IEC 61508 is made below.
During this iterative process, it is important for the designer to check whether additional
hazards are created when safety measures are applied. The end results of the Risk
Assessment and Risk Evaluation process will be a Safety Requirements Specification.
This document(s) is an important juridical and technical (proof-)document in the
technical file. It is required of the authorities for check and of the designer for
determining adequate risk reduction/safety measures.
The Machinery Directive sets up a “safety strategy” in selecting the most appropriate
methods for risk reduction. The designer has to apply the following principles, in the
order given:
eliminate or reduce risks as far as possible (inherently safe machinery design and
construction),
take the necessary protection measures in relation to risks that cannot be eliminated,
inform users of the residual risks due to any shortcomings of the protection measures
adopted, indicate whether any particular training is required and specify any need to
provide personal protection equipment.
Reference: [EN1050]; chapter 8

6.2.2 Safety requirements
The safety requirements specification sums up the safety-related functions that must be
provided by the system in the light of the hazard and risk analysis previously performed.
The methods used to allocate the safety integrity requirements to safety-related control
systems depend primarily upon whether the necessary risk reduction is specified
explicitly in a numerical manner or in a qualitative manner.
The current draft of the IEC 62061 standard gives examples of typical safety functions
that are active in safety control systems to prevent or reduce potential hazards during
machine operation. The identification of the safety functions required by a control
system is followed by the determination of individual safety integrity levels associated
to each safety function. The fault tolerance is expressed in Safety Integrity Levels (SIL)
and corresponds to the safe failure fraction indicated in the following table.
Reference: [IEC 61508-5], section A1 - A.7
Reference: [EN 954-1]

Comparison/description of Safety Integrity Levels (IEC 61508) and
Categories (EN 954-1), standards for safety related control systems
The standards
IEC 61508 has the title “Functional safety of electrical/ electronic/ programmable
electronic safety-related systems”. This standard is aimed at the achievement of
functional safety as the ability to correctly carry out safety-related functions, rather than
general safety such as protection against electric shock. It is concerned with the
allocation of the safety integrity requirements to the electrical/ electronic/ programmable
electronic safety-related systems. When the allocation has sufficiently progressed, the
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safety integrity requirements for each safety function shall be specified in terms of
Safety Integrity Level (SIL). This is a quantitative measure of the probability of failure
to carry out the required safety function.
The standard defines SIL as: discrete level (one out of a possible four) for specifying the
safety integrity requirements of the safety functions to be allocated to the E/E/PE safetyrelated systems, where safety integrity level 4 has the highest level of safety integrity
and safety integrity level 1 the lowest.
The table below show SIL as target failure measures for a safety function, allocated to
an electrical/ electronic/ programmable electronic safety-related system operating in low
or high or continuous demand mode of operation.

IEC 61508-1:1997
SIL
(Safety Integrity
Level)
1

Low demand mode
of operation
(Average probability of failure to perform
its design function on demand)
> 10-2 to < 10-1

High demand or continuous
mode of operation
(Probability of a dangerous
failure per hour)
> 10-6 to < 10-5

2

> 10-3 to < 10-2

> 10-7 to < 10-6

3

> 10-4 to < 10-3

> 10-8 to < 10-7

4

> 10-5 to < 10-4

> 10-9 to < 10-8

Table 6.2.2.1 SIL is a quantitative measure of the probability of failure to
carry out the required safety function [IEC61508-1]
EN 954-1 has the title “Safety of machinery - Safety-related parts of control systems Part 1: General principles for design”. This standard provides safety requirements and
guidance on the principles for the design of safety-related parts of control systems. For
these parts it specifies categories and describes the characteristics of their safety
functions. It applies to all safety-related parts of control systems for machinery,
regardless of the type of energy used, e.g. electrical, hydraulic, pneumatic, mechanical.
This includes programmable systems for all machinery and for related protective
devices, but it does not make specific requirements for programmable electronic systems
when they solely provide safety functions.
The standard has a deterministic approach and sets up the safety requirements with an
implicit correlation to reliability. For complex safety-related control systems EN 9541:1996 does not give guidance for selection systematic aspects.
EN 954-1 revised (ISO-EN-13849-1) is expected to be published in year 2003 and will
be improved, e.g. by the inclusion of performance levels et c. The required performance
level (PL r) of a safety function with respect to the occurrence of faults, the diagnostic
coverage (DC), and the mean time to dangerous failure (MTTF d) is allocated into these
five categories, which should be used as reference points. The required performance
level is a hierarchical way to determine the necessary risk reduction. The combination of
categories, MTTF d and DC and the consideration of common cause failures (CCF)
define the performance level of safety-related parts of control systems, which carry out a
safety function.
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The standard defines category as: Classification of the safety-related parts of a control
system in respect of its resistance to faults and its subsequent behaviour in the fault
condition, and which is achieved by the structural arrangement of the parts and/or by
their reliability.

EN 954-1:1996
Category1)

Summary of requirements

System behaviour2)

Principles to
achieve safety

The occurrence of a fault can lead
Component safety
to the loss of the safety function.
- “Standard” components
Mainly
- Basic safety principles
characterized
- No fault detection
The occurrence of a fault can lead
by selection of
1
Component safety
to the loss of the safety function
components
- Well-tried components
but the probability of occurrence is
- Basic safety principles
lower than for category B.
- Well-tried safety principles
- No fault detection
– The occurrence of a fault can
2
System safety
lead to the loss of the safety
- Basic safety principles
function between the checks.
- Well-tried safety principles
– The loss of safety function is
- Fault detection by “checked”
Mainly
detected by the check.
safety
function, e.g. at
functional start up
– When the single fault occurs the
3
System safety
safety function is always
- Basic safety principles
characterized
performed.
- Well-tried safety principles
by
– Not all faults will be detected and
- Single fault safety
accumulation of undetected faults
- Fault detection at or before the
can lead to the loss of the safety
next demand upon the safety
function.
function
3)
Structure
– When the faults occur the safety
4
System safety
function is always performed.
- Basic safety principles
– The faults will be detected in
- Well-tried safety principles
time to prevent the loss of the
- Single fault safety
safety function.
- Fault detection at or before the
next demand upon the safety
function
1)
The fault behaviour categories are not intended to be used in any given order or in any given
hierarchy in respect of safety requirements.
2)
The risk assessment will indicate whether the total or partial loss of the safety function(s) arising from
faults is acceptable.
B

3)

Programmable control systems should be validated by methods according to IEC 61508

Table 6.2.2.2: Summary of requirements for categories (EN 954-1: 1996).
Comparison of concepts
The difference between Safety Integrity Levels (SILs) and the Fault behaviour
categories is that safety integrity is the probability that the system will fail to provide the
safety function within a certain time. It is a quantitative measure of a system’s
performance. The categories are a statement upon the systems resistance to faults and its
behaviour once one or more faults have occurred and it is a qualitative measure of a
system’s behaviour.
Attempts made to map SILs to categories (of EN 954-1: 1996) show that it is not
possible to establish direct links between the concepts. This inability to define a map
between SILs and categories is mainly depending on the non-hierarchical structure to
the fault resistance of the categories. The revised EN 954-1: 200X with the inclusion of
performance levels, diagnostic coverage, and the mean time to dangerous failure, and
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consideration of common cause failures will make it possible to establish direct links
between the concepts.

6.3
6.3.1

Design principles
Design phases

The following figure shows a general safety lifecycle of a system. This chapter covers
only part of the lifecycle phases.

1

Concept

2

Overall scope
definition

3

Hazard and risk
analysis

4

Overall safety
requirements

5

Safety requirements
allocation

9

Overall planning
OveralI
6 operation
7
and
maintenance
planning

Overall
safety
validation
planning

8

Safety-related
systems:
E/E/PES

10

OveralI

installation and
8commissioning
planning

Realisation

11

Realisation

External risk
reduction
facilities

Realisation

(see E/E/PES
safety
lifecycle)

12

Overall installation
and commissioning

13

Overall safety
validation

Overall operation,

14 maintenance and repair
16

Safety-related
systems:
other
technology

Back to appropriate
overall safety lifecycle
phase
modification
15 Overall
and retrofit

Decommissioning
or disposal

NOTE 1 Activities relating to verification, management of functional safety and functional safety assessment are
not shown for reasons of clarity but are relevent to all overall, E/E/PES and software safety lifecycle phases.
NOTE 2 The phases represented by boxes 10 and 11 are outside the scope of this standard.
NOTE 3 Parts 2 and 3 deal with box 9 (realisation) but they also deal, where relevant, with the programmable electronic
(hardware and software) aspects of boxes 13, 14 and 15.

Figure
Define the interface of the system with its environment (external devices)
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Reference in this document: 6.2.1.1 Determination of the limits

6.3.1.1 System definition
Define the interface of the system with its environment (external devices)
Reference in this document: 6.2.1.1 Determination of the limits

6.3.1.2 System desription
Describe the system more in detail by choosing the most appropriate description model(s). The
description model shall also establish a set of operation modes.
Reference in this document: 6.1.3 Technical models for system description

6.3.1.3 Hazard and risk analysis
The risk analysis at system level shall be carried out in order to make an extensive list of
events and event sequences that can generate critical fault/failures at system level.
How to reach a safe state in case of failure (is a fault tolerant system needed?) (see 1.5.1.1)
Reference in this document: 6.2.1 Risk assessment procedure.

6.3.1.4 Safety requirements specification
Reference in this document: 6.2.2 Safety requirements

6.3.1.5 Validation
Reference in this document: 6.4 Verification and validation

6.3.2

Safety functions

Make a list of safety functions to be supplied by the system based on the results from the risk
analysis and requirements in applicable standards and directives. Such functions are e.g.
-

Emergency stop function
Safety stop function
Operational stop function (preparation for an easy and quick restart)
Start function
Speed limitation
Speed deviation
Position limitation
Annunciation
Muting (override)

Establish the safety integrity level for each of these safety functions.
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Reference: IEC 61800-5 Semiconductor power converters for adjustable speed electric drive
systems
EN 60204-1:1997, EN 292-1:1991, EN 292-2:1991

6.3.3 Safety-related design considerations
The reason to implement a distributed bus system could depend on the following aspects:
•
•
•
•

Processing capacity is put close to sensors and actuators
Increased functionality
Lower cost
System modules physically spread

In the same way as for non-distributed systems following aspects must be considered:
•

Design the system in such a way that the main application does not influence the
required safety functions (with corresponding SIL:s) during normal conditions

•

Choose an implementation of the safety functions, which could fulfil the SIL.

It must be decided quite early in the design phase if redundancy should be included or
not because it influences the software and hardware.

6.3.3.1 Is the response time critical?
The standard bus systems are either event oriented or time oriented systems. In event
oriented systems the message is sent only when it is needed. This means that response
time is usually very good, but it is unpredictable and in worst case the response time can
be unacceptable. Typical example of such system is a CAN bus. In time oriented
systems the messages are sent within a predefined time interval. This means that
meaningless messages are sent often and the response time is moderate. However, the
response time is predictable and the worst case is known and it can be designed to be
reasonable. Therefore, if the response time is critical some kind of time-triggered
protocol is needed. The adequate response time can be monitored by using timers. This
kind of techniques is possible also in originally event oriented systems.

6.3.3.2 Do the system have to resist a single failure?
In some cases, e.g. when steering a car, the continuous control is needed all the time.
For most of the machinery applications, however, it is safe to turn the power off. So,
when a failure is detected the power can be turned off safely. If the continuous control is
needed then the system need to resist (at least) any single failure. In practice, it means
that a single channel system is not acceptable and at least a two-channel system is
needed.

6.3.3.3 Do both safety-related and standard messages use the same media?
In some (usually small) systems it is practical to use both safety-related and standard
messages in the same bus system. In some (usually large) systems it can be profitable to
separate safety and standard messages to different bus. The reason can be related to
design and validation. Safety systems need to be carefully designed and validated. If the
standard system is separated then this "heavy" validation needs to be done to a smaller
system. This means that the system is easier to validate and if the standard system
changes later then only this part of the system needs to be revalidated.
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6.3.3.4 May a single message have several receivers?
In some cases the same message need to be sent to several receivers. Most of the
standard bus systems do not allow that but the message needs to be sent to all receivers
separately. It is more difficult to control message correctness if there are several
receivers because then all receivers need to accept the message.

6.3.3.5 Is the bus restricted so that no new members are allowed?
Some bus systems have a membership control, which do not allow changes during
normal operation. This feature can prevent some threats, but it may also restrict the
communication.

6.3.3.6 Is it practical to use commercial bus system or develop an own
system?
The commercial bus systems include a lot of knowledge about communication and they
are, in general, reliable. Also all safety bus systems rely on a standard bus system. One
point is also that the bus systems develop all the time and therefore also the related
systems can benefit from the development. There are also a lot of prefabricated
components for commercial bus systems. Own communication protocol can be
optimised to use the available resources effectively, but the benefit may become short in
time if development of the own protocol would not continue.

6.3.3.7 Suitable bus for safety related communication: standard bus /
safety bus?
The basic communication in bus systems is similar in standard buses and safety buses since the
safety buses are based on a standard bus. The safety buses have, however defensive features,
which can prevent from the basic threats to occur. In standard buses the defensive features
exist, but they are limited. The information capacity is higher in standard buses since some part
of the standard information is used for safety purposes.

6.3.3.8 Separation of safety system or not, advantages/disadvantages
There are both advantages and disadvantages in integrating the safety information into
standard information. If the same bus may have both safety-related and standard nodes,
in especially small and static systems, economical benefits in hardware can be reached.
If the system is changing often then the validation can be hard since the complete
system need to be validated.

6.3.3.9 Partitioning of safety systems into smaller local safety systems,
advantages/disadvantages
In large centralised safety systems most of the calculating capacity is at the same place.
All the calculating capacity is divided inside the central unit between the tasks. Modern
trend is that the calculating capacity is brought close to sensors and activators e.g. in
distributed systems. Then many decisions can be made already before the central unit. In
distributed systems the calculating capacity of the central unit is not such a critical
bottleneck as in centralised systems. One advantage related to safety is also that the sub-
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units may be able to operate safely individually for a short time if the units are
intelligent.

6.3.3.10

Single-processor / multiple processors

The safety-related control units may consist of a single processor or more than one
processors. The required SIL according to IEC 61508 or the category according to EN
954-1 set the basic direction for making decisions. Usually in categories 3 and 4 as well
as in SILs 2,3 and 4 one processor in the control system is not enough.

6.3.3.11

Completely new design or build on an existing system

When a distributed system is build on an existing system then the experience related to
the use of that system can be used in design as well as the old design documents. On the
other hand quite often there is not much documentation available related to the old
design process. Both information would be good to have when validating the system. If
there is not enough information available to understand the old system then it is better to
built a new system. This makes it possible to confirm that all safety aspects are
adequately taken into account

6.3.3.12
•
•

Allocation of safety functions to different nodes

allocate the safety-related functions at the appropriate node/nodes
allocate the safety-related functions at the appropriate level in the system (node,
protocol, bus)

6.3.4 Basic safety technology
The fundamental safety technology can be described as below in an adaptation from
[Jalote].
The concepts of fault, error and failure can be mapped to a three-universe model with
physical, information and external universes. The physical universe contains all the
hardware and other physical entities in a system. A defect in the physical universe is a
fault. The information universe is represented by the data stored in computers in the
system or data transferred between them. Errors occur in the information universe and
manifest themselves as deviation in data values from correct values. If these errors affect
the output from the system and the service deviates from specifications we have a
failure. Failures affect the external universe.
We have a cause – effect relationship symbolised as fault => error => failure.
Practically every system contains faults, but they do not affect the system behaviour
unless they are triggered. When a fault is triggered its causes an error and if the error
propagates over the system border it causes a failure. The time between triggering of a
fault and the resulting error is the fault latency. The delay between the occurrence of an
error and its manifestation as a failure is the error latency.
Faults can be generated by physical deficiencies during use of the system. Such faults
come from component malfunction due to low quality manufacturing or component

wear-out, as physical component have a limited lifetime. This kind of faults is
component defect.
Faults can also be generated by usage of the system, when it is used in a way its
designers have not anticipated. The system can be used in an environment it was
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not designed for with excessive heat or radiation. It can be physically misused by
intention or unintentionally and it can be fed with incorrect input. This kind of faults is
external disturbance.
Faults can also be generated during development of the system in all phases of the
development process. Many residual faults come from specification mistakes. Examples
are incorrect algorithms, misjudged timing and cooperating in and between components,
bad system structure or deficiencies in hardware and software specifications. Mistakes
in the transformation of specifications to actual electronic components and programs
result in implementation mistakes. The implementers may use bad practice in design,
component choice and verification.
When describing faults another set of attributes are relevant: Nature, duration, extent
and value. The nature of a fault is hardware fault or software fault to mention the two on
the highest level. The duration of a fault tells for how long time a fault exists. It can be
permanent, transient or intermittent. The extent of a fault is how widespread the fault is.
It can be local to a small software module or an electronic card or it can globally affect
the whole system. Finally the value of a fault is either determinate, which stays
unchanged for its whole duration, or indeterminate, which changes.
Four primary techniques are used to create dependable systems:
•
•
•
•

Fault avoidance
Fault tolerance
Fault removal and
Fault forecasting

Good development techniques, methods and practice help a developer avoid faults. A
safety-related system must tolerate faults that are introduced in spite of a good
development environment.
Furthermore a dependable system must tolerate faults from component defects and
external disturbances. Good development environment also helps a developer remove
faults that have been generated in spite of cautious design and implementation. The most
powerful instruments today for fault removal are inspections and reviews, where other
people than the developer work through an artefact aided by checklists. Testing will
usually also reveal faults in a system, although the main purpose of testing shall be
verification and validation. By systematic testing of a system with randomly chosen test
input from the operational profile a developer can forecast faults remaining in the
system. There are statistical methods, which can be applied on data from extensive
testing, and they will produce an estimate of the number of residual faults from statistics
on the faults found.
All programs can be affected by faults, from component defects, external disturbances,
specification mistakes or implementation mistakes. A program will be perceived as
perfectly dependable until a fault is triggered and causes an error. Fig 7.2.1 illustrates
the handling of an erroneous program.
By definition a fault can never be detected by automatic means. An error can be
detected, as it is a deviation from the expected state of a program. A deviation can be
measured; hence the error can be detected if the system contains error detection
mechanisms. Often an error will be overwritten before it is detected or causes any harm
and the program execution continues without disruption and with the error unnoticed. It
can also happen that an undetected error does not propagate over the system border and
stays dormant without affecting the system’s behaviour. When an error is detected,
program execution will normally be stopped to prevent the error from spreading

through the system – error confinement. After limiting the effects of an error the
system can make error diagnosis to find the cause and if possible make error
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correction. When the treatment of an error succeeds normal execution can continue after
error recovery. If the error treatment fails and the effects of the error spreads over the
system border it causes a system failure.
[Program
start]

Faulty
program
running

[ Error overwritten]
[ Error treatment succeeded
Normal state recovered]

[ Fault triggered]

This is the normal state.
The program is running
and provides service
according to the specification

[Error undetected
Service unaffected]

Erroneous
program
running
[Error detected]

Error
treatment

[Error undetected
Error propagated across
system border]

[ Error treatment failed
Error progagated across
system border]

Program
failure
[Program
termination]

Fig 6.3.7.1 Error handling states of a program running in the presence of faults.

6.3.4.1 Properties
6.3.4.1.1 Robust
Robustness is the degree to which a system or component can function correctly in the
presence of invalid inputs or stressful environmental conditions. See also: error
tolerance, fault tolerance. [IEEE standard glossary]

6.3.4.1.2 Fail silent
A fault-tolerant node in a distributed system shall detect errors in the node. If a unit in
the node can detect an error by itself and inhibit propagation of an erroneous result it is
fail-silent. It either produces a correct result or no result at all. In such a system it is
sufficient to duplicate units to build fault-tolerant nodes. When a unit detects an error it
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stays silent and the duplicate continues. A similar way to build a fault-tolerant node is to
have main unit and a standby unit. When the main unit fails the standby takes over.

6.3.4.1.3 Fail safe
Pertaining to a system or component that automatically places itself in a safe operating
mode in the event of a failure. Contrast with: fail soft. See also: fault secure, fault
tolerance.
The ability of a device to reach a safe state in case of a failure – should be included in
the definitions and terminology of chapter 4.

6.3.4.1.4 Fault tolerant
Ability of a functional unit to continue to perform a required function in the presence of faults
or errors [IEC 61508-4]

6.3.4.2 Principles
6.3.4.2.1 Redundancy
The provision of one or more additional elements, usually identical, to achieve or
maintain availability under the failure of one or more of those elements. [ENV 50129
Railway applications – Safety related electronic systems for signalling 1998]
6.3.4.2.2

Diverse redundancy

Diversity here means that a function is realised in two or more different ways. Diversity
needs redundancy.

6.3.4.2.3 Determinism
A deterministic system has predictable behaviour in both value domain and time
domain. In the time domain, determinism means that response on a stimulus occurs
within a given time delay with a given maximum deviation. Determinism in the value
domain implies that a response to a given stimulus always complies with the
specifications which requires a fault tolerant system.
Under the design process, time-critical functions are identified with respect to their time
of execution and access to valid data during system operation. These functions may
require access to data or the occurrence of a specific event within critical time limits to
perform their tasks. One applicable technique to ensure the normal performance of such
functions is the introduction of a separate priority level requirements specification.
Other functions may require access to periodic data or events to perform their tasks. One
applicable technique to realise these functions, is to implement them as separate
processes that are activated at the proper time intervals.
The two previous techniques to ensure the normal performance of the above listed types
of functions use the principle of determinism.
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6.3.4.2.4 Coupling and cohesion
During design, a system is decomposed into a number of modules and relationships
between them. In a redesign of the same system, different modules are invented with
other relationships between the modules. We can compare the designs by considering
both the structure of the individual modules and their interaction. When comparing we
can use two fundamental design criteria: coupling and cohesion. Loose coupling and
strong cohesion are desirable attributes of a module.

6.3.4.2.5 Coupling – dependence between modules
Coupling is a measurable attribute of a software module. It represents its amount of
interaction with other modules. We can only assign a qualitative measure to the degree
of coupling according to the classification below. A high degree of coupling indicates a
strong dependence between modules. A high degree of coupling between modules
means that we can comprehend the set of modules only as a whole. Changes in one
module are likely to affect other modules, which can be difficult to understand. Loosely
coupled modules, on the other hand, are relatively independent and are easier to
comprehend and adapt. Loose coupling therefore is a desirable feature of a design as it
implies autonomous modules. A classification is given by [Yourdon and Constantine] as
follows in order from strong to low:
•

Content coupling With content coupling, one module directly affects the
working of another module. Content coupling occurs when a module changes
another module’s data or when control is passed from one module to the middle
of another. This type of coupling can, and should be avoided.

•

Common coupling. With common coupling two modules have shared data. The
name originates from the use of COMMON in Fortran. Its equivalence in blockstructured languages is the use of global variables.

•

External coupling. With external coupling, modules communicate through an
external medium, such as a file.

•

Control coupling. With control coupling, one module directs the execution of
another module by passing the necessary control information. This is usually
accomplished with flags that are set by one module and read by the dependent
module.

•

Stamp coupling. Stamp coupling occurs when complete data structures are
passed from one module to another. With stamp coupling, the precise format of
the data structures is a common property of those modules.

•

Data coupling. With data coupling, only simple data is passed between
modules.

•

No coupling. The modules do not cooperate at all.

6.3.4.2.6

Cohesion – affinity within a module

Coupling is another measurable attribute of a software module. It may be viewed as the
glue that keeps the module together. In general we will wish to make the cohesion as
strong as possible. A classification is adapted from [Yourdon and Constantine] and
follows in order from low to strong:
•

Coincidental cohesion. With coincidental cohesion, components that are
completely independent are grouped into a module.
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•

Logical cohesion. With logical cohesion, the components realize tasks that are
logically related. One example is a module that contains all input routines.
These routines do not call one another and they do not pass information to each
other. Their function is just very similar.

•

Temporal cohesion. With temporal cohesion components that are activated
simultaneously are collected in on module. A typical example of this type of
cohesion is an initialization module.

•

Procedural cohesion. With procedural cohesion a module collects a number of
components that have to be executed in some given order. For instance a
module may have to first read some datum, then search a table, and finally print
a result. They are run in sequence.

•

Communicational cohesion. With communication cohesion the components of a
module operate on the same data. For instance, a module may read some data
from a disk, perform certain computations on those data, and print the result.

•

Sequential cohesion. With sequential cohesion a module consists of a sequence
of components where the output of one component serves as input to the next
component.

•

Object cohesion. With object cohesion each operation provides functionality,
which allows the attributes of the object to be modified, inspected or used as a
basis for service provision.

•

Functional cohesion. With functional cohesion all components contribute to the
one single function of that module. Such a module often transforms a single
input datum into a single output datum. The well-known mathematical
subroutines are a typical example of this.

6.3.4.3 Techniques
Fail safety and fault tolerance are properties of a system that must be built into the
system from the beginning. The system has to be designed for dependability. In general
all systems contain faults. Hence we usually use faulty systems. They will be perceived
as perfectly dependable until a fault is triggered.
A fault can never be detected by automatic means, only when it has been triggered and
caused an error, the error can be detected. Error detection is the key technique in a
dependable system. Once an error is detected it can be treated. Error handling consists
of:
• Error detection
• Error location
• Error containment
• Error correction
• Error recovery
An error can be detected with a number of techniques. Once an error is detected it must
be located and isolated, so the effects of the error are stopped from penetrating the rest
of the system. If the developers had anticipated the type of error, adequate measures can
be taken.
In the case of a fail safe system the measure to take is to bring the system into a safe
state. From there operators can take care of error correction and resume normal
operation.
In the case of a fault-tolerant system it must be corrected on the fly, i.e. the state of the
system must be restored to a known, correct state and after that execution of the program
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can resume. In that case the system has recovered from the error and the normal
execution continues.

6.3.4.3.1 Error detection
The risk assessment as well as the fault and failure analysis carried out with the methods
from chapter 6, identify the potential hazards in the system. This can lead to models of
faults, errors and failures in the system. When the possible errors are known,
mechanisms to detect them can be devised at different system levels.

6.3.4.3.2 Error containment
Once an error is detected it should be prevented from spreading further in the systems.
Methods and mechanisms for error containment are application specific.

6.3.4.3.3 Error correction
Error correction means to restore the system to the correct state which is a state that
complies with the specifications. In some situations an incorrect value can be replced
with a correct one, in other cases for instance, an erroneous message can be discarded
while the system is waiting for the next message.

6.3.4.3.4 Error recovery
The final state in error treatment is to put the system into a well defined state and
resume operation. A well defined state can be a checkpoint made previously which is
restored and the operation can be repeated from that checkpoint. This is called backward
recovery A well defined state can also be the start point of a new operation cycle. This is
called forward recovery.
To make recovery as simple as possible, it should be dependent on as little data as
possible. This implies that long sequences should be avoided, i.e. short operation cycles
and short processing history simplify recovery and make the system more robust.

6.3.5

Design on system and node levels

The purpose of this section is to address the basic safety principles that are applicable when
designing a dependable distributed system. Figure 6.3.8.1 below describes how a nondistributed system could be split up into a distributed system consisting of four different nodes.
The decomposition of a distributed system starts when the system requirements
specification is settled. The designer shall first locate the processes that are necessary to
control external devices and determine the processes that provide the intermediary
results. These processes operate with true concurrency since their executions may
overlap in time on separate processors.
When designing a safety-critical system, the goal is to construct a system that is safe enough to
withstand the occurrence of any potential fault without affecting the execution of the safety
functions.
A real-time design for a distributed system shall combine highly cohesive modules that are
loosely coupled. Cohesion is the evaluation of the strength of functional associations between
elements within a module. Strong cohesion is desirable for a good software design because it
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makes the code easy to understand and modify, and it supports low coupling between
modules.
The decomposition of the system is made with regard to cohesion and coupling among other
quality attributes. This will give a number of modules with the desired affinity and the
interaction between them is given. Hence the interface between the modules will be specified
with the desired low coupling.
A good way to avoid introducing faults in a program is to write test specifications when
the requirements are analysed and the program is designed. There are five good reasons
for this, see 6.4.1.3. A good way to detect the fault that in spite of good engineering
practice is introduced into the system is to inspect all written documents, program code
included. The payoff compared with finding the faults later is more than tenfold, see
6.4.1.4.
To make a program robust, fail-safe or fault-tolerant it helps to use a few golden rules.
• Let the program have a short history, it helps recovery
• Make programs autonomous, have high cohesion
• Make program as independent as possible, have low coupling
• Design, build and test in small increments
• Use automated testing
• Choose test case critically, test with invalid values and test values on borders.
D iv isio n o f a c e n tr a lise d sy ste m in to a d istr ib u te d sy ste m
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Figure 6.3.5.1 Centralised system / distributed system
A distributed system operates by combining a set of concurrent processes that access common
data or respond to signals or parameters received from other processes. A dependable
distributed system must be designed in such a way that critical processes do not interfere with
each other and result in an undefined state.
Designing a dependable distributed system implies a complete understanding of the
cooperating processes or tasks involved during system operation. One way is to use data flow
diagrams to describe the data flow between the functional components of the system to
visualise the processes that have been selected to represent the cooperating elements in the
system. The drawing of these diagrams is a critical phase in the design process.
One important part of design on system level is to utilize technical models for system
description. More information about this is found in chapter 6.1.3 “Technical models for
system description”.
In the process of designing a system, the following situations can occur.
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Not designing anything at all by yourself and only use commercial equipment.
In this case the correct configuration of the machinery is the responsibility of
your own company. To buy instead of build is normally by far the most reliable
and cheapest way to design a system.
Design some parts by yourself. Even if all components in a system are bought
from a third party, it might be necessary to design and build the glue that make
them stick together
Design all parts by yourself. If there is no possible way to buy the whole system
or to buy the components for the system, they have to be designed and built inhouse. This is the most expensive and most risky way to build a system.

Independent of which of the above situations that is chosen this and the following
chapters will guide you concerning which safety aspects that must be considered at each
of the following levels:
•
•
•
•

System level
Node level
Protocol level
Bus level

A definition of the different levels is found in chapter 6.1.1 “Characteristics of
distributed systems”
Figure 6.3.8.2 below describes the mapping between the levels defined above and the
OSI-layers.

System
Node
Layer 7 Application
Layer 6 Presentation
Layer 5 Session
Layer 4 Transport

Protocol

Layer 3 Network
Layer 2 Link
Layer 1 Physical

Bus

Figure 6.3.5.2 Mapping between OSI-layers and system levels
As it could be seen in the above chapter it is not enough for us to use the OSI-model
because it is restricted to how data communication should be performed between
different nodes and does not include aspects concerning how to increase the safety of
data communication in each node and on system level.
This report is focusing on design criteria, which arise depending on the fact that a
distributed solution is chosen.
This part should hopefully answer following questions:
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How to configure nodes
How to configure system
How to utilize built in redundancy (for instance 4 wheels that could brake in a
car!)
Inform about the importance of avoiding too high level of complexity
How to combine nodes

Figure 6.3.5.3 presents the basic channel configurations encountered in safety-related
systems.

CPU

CPU

Single channel system

CPU

CPU

CPU

CPU

Single channel
communication,
duplicated CPU

CPU

CPU

CPU

CPU

CPU

CPU

CPU

CPU

Single channel, duplicated
CPU, which have access to
communicating circuits
Duplicated communication,
duplicated CPU

Figure 6.3.5.3 Basic architectures of communication between two nodes

6.3.5.1 Properties
When designing a control system, the separation between the safety and control
functions, is recommended. While the emphasis within the basic process control
equipment is on functionality, the emphasis within the safety protection equipment is on
safety. The concept of safety is directly related to the behaviour of the machine in the
occurrence of an error at run-time.

6.3.5.1.1 Fail safe
The fail-safe property on system level means that the system makes a transition to a safe
state in occurrence of an internal error, which could lead to a failure. A car that gets a
brake failure is brought to a stand still as soon as possible, a failing robot loses its power
immediately. However such stops might be dangerous, the car can be running on the
outer lane of the motorway, the robot might be moving and lose grip of the object under
work and create much damage. This means that the fail-safe situation is to a large extent
application specific and dependant of the current situation.
It is always recommended to provide a production stop in favour of an emergency stop.
When designing a system, it is important that the fail-safe states are defined.
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6.3.5.1.2 Fault tolerant
The goal of fault tolerance is to prevent system failures. If no safe state in case of failure
can be reached in the machine then a fault tolerant system is needed.
A fault-tolerant node in a distributed system shall detect errors in the node. If a unit in
the node can detect an error by itself and inhibit propagation of an erroneous result it is
fail-silent. It either produces a correct result or no result at all. In such a system it is
sufficient to duplicate units to build fault-tolerant nodes. When a unit detects an error it
stays silent and the duplicate continues. A similar way to build a fault-tolerant node is to
have a main unit and a standby unit. When the main unit fails the standby takes over.
Following questions must be answered to be able to know if a fault tolerant system is
necessary or not:
•
•
•

Does it exist a well-defined safe state in the machine (this influences the requirements
on the communication between the different nodes)?
Even if it does exist a safe state it could be necessary to implement a fault tolerant
system reflecting the dependability demands?
Does some applicable standard require that a fault tolerant system should be used?

In this case the requirements concerning safety influence to what degree fault tolerance should
be included, the following cases may exist:
•
•

Fault tolerance at all levels in the system possibly
Fault tolerance at some levels in the system, for instance at bus level.

6.3.5.1.3 Robust
Processes that are allocated in different nodes communicate via external media such as a bus
network or radio channels. Functions that are functionally dependent on each other should be
collected in one node to achieve high cohesion. A robust system aims at integrating a
synchronized set of processes into well-defined tasks within a node. Error detection
mechanisms can be allocated in the node. Such a construction simplifies the mechanisms to
detect and handle errors in run-time.
Examples on robustness:
• Multi master system
• Temporal firewall
Time triggered communication protocol, low level of jitter. A time-triggered protocol
gives a low level of jitter because it is predefined when a message from another node
should be received.

6.3.5.2 Principles
6.3.5.2.1 Redundancy
Redundancy could be divided into following two main parts:
•

Time redundancy (the same information sent more than one time via the same
physical channel)
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Physical redundancy (the same information sent via two independent physical
channels)

Examples on redundancy in the value domain:
•
•
•

Information is received via two physical separated channels
Two or more nodes performs the same task or at least have some common tasks
The decision to use one or two communication buses

Examples on built in redundancy that could be utilized
• More than one sensor which gives in principle the same kind of information
• Utilize a model of the system and compare calculated values with “real” values

6.3.5.2.2 Diversity
•
•

Different software development groups develop different parts of the software
Use of different software languages

Examples on diverse redundancy in the time domain:
•
•

Data replicates with different representations (for instance both inverted and
non-inverted data is received
The same data is transferred more than once between different nodes in the
system

Writing diverse programs is no good idea as:
• Programmers do the same kind of errors. Investigation have shown the
about 30 per cent of the program errors are common, when different groups of
programmes implement the same specification.
• 30 per cent of the faults emanate from specifications. In the software system
they will be common cause errors. Writing different programs from the same
erroneous specification means that all programs will contain the same faults.
• Program faults can be very rare. An investigation at IBM on field reports
on three operating system showed that 1/3 of the failures had occurred only
once at only one customer. That gives an MTTF of 5000 years.
Hence it is better to put effort into writing one version of a program of
good quality and use functional diversity, i.e. do the processing in a way
that is so different from the program as possible.

6.3.5.2.3 Determinism
At system level synchronization concerns aspects such as; timing constraints, access to shared
data, and safe transfer of data between nodes.

•

Process communication, synchronization are important mechanisms in distributed
systems.
time triggered system - predictable implementation

By introducing determinism in the design it will be possible to detect some kind of
faults. Following examples on determinism are described:
•
•

Know when in time information should be received
Know the structure of the information that should be received
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Know when in time information should be received: By implementing requirements
concerning when in time messages should be received, it is possible to increase the
dependability in the system. Example on situations where this could be used:
• Messages should be received before a certain deadline (time out mechanism)
• Messages should not be received before a certain time
• Two consecutive messages should not be received in a certain time window
Know the structure of the information that should be received: By making the
structure of the message more complex the dependability will be increased because a
single fault will not be able to generate this complex signal. Below follows a number of
examples on techniques that increase dependability of the data transfer. Important to
notice that the technique to increase complexity could be used for both analogue and
digital signals
• Use of checksum mechanisms
• Feedback signals
• Data replicates with different representations
• Dynamic variation, for instance a built in rolling counter mechanism which is
increased each time an updated message is sent message
• Flow check
• Time stamp
• Encrypted information.
• Password protection.

6.3.5.3 Techniques
Information about detected faults received from bus level, protocol level and node level
must be handled at system level.
Clock synchronisation: Each node in the system has access to a common global clock.
The global clock could be realised with one specific master node with a clock with high
accuracy or global clock could be distributed between the nodes, in effect all involved
nodes together determine the value of the global clock.
Backward and forward recovery: In backward recovery a unit in certain intervals of
time saves a copy of its current state - a checkpoint. When it fails a replacing unit gets
the state from the latest checkpoint and continues processing from that. The failing unit
must not have made any processing with side effects or any other irreproducible
processing. Backward recovery can be a problem in a hard real-time system, where
deadlines have to be met. In forward recovery a replacing unit fetches the supposed
current values of the state variables from a failure free unit and continues processing
from the point of disruption. The problem here is of course to find suitable methods to
save or predict the state of a working unit. TMR and voting is an example of forward
recovery. If a unit fails it can get the supposed current state from one of redundant units.
Triple modular redundancy: If a unit can produce erroneous data without autonomous
detection capacity, the unit must be replicated twice to be fault-tolerant and we will have
three units performing the same computations - triple modular redundancy, TMR. A
separate voter compares the results from the three units and produces a result usually
based on majority voting. If the computations are made in exact the same manner and
the same time in all three units the results shall be identical. In that case we can use an
exact voter, which can compare the results bit by bit. Such a voter is simple and can be
built very reliable. A TMR system with an exact voter can tolerate transient and
permanent faults in the units
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Examples on redundancy
• Duplicated buses
• Determinism
In a time triggered protocol it is predefined (scheduled) when a message from a certain
node should be received. Thus if a message is not received correct in time (to early or
to late) then a fault has occurred and could be detected.
Replica determinism: Replica determinism means that all replicas of a unit always
produce the same output. To accomplish this, the replicated units have to get the same
input data and control information at the same time. They shall process their input in
identical manner and produce the same result simultaneously. Thus replicas must be
given the same input or agree on input before processing. They communicate via the bus
or on separate channels. In case of a failure the system has to manage the redundancy of
the replicas and within a short delay replace the failed unit with a healthy one.
Atomic broadcast: A communication protocol with atomic broadcast ensures that all
messages are delivered in the same order to all correct processors in the system. That
means that all correct processors receive the same set of messages in the same order.
Hence replicated nodes can maintain consistent states.
Membership agreement: One difficulty with a distributed system is to know which
nodes are members of the network. Nodes co-operate in a number of tasks and as the
functions are distributed among them it is necessary to have a consistent view of which
nodes are members of the network at each instant of time. When e. g. a node fails it
loses its membership and the remaining nodes have to adapt to the situation and take
over the functions of the failed node. Redundant units or spare resources in the
remaining nodes may be used for the missing functions. Hard real-time systems require
that the latency for the agreement is bounded and very short.

6.3.5.3.1 Error detection
Voting mechanism
Error recovery
•
•
•

6.3.6

Dynamic node configuration (adopt the appropriate configuration of nodes)
Time out (for instance watchdog)
Alternating messages

Design on protocol level

In the beginning of designing bus system the designer have to choose between following
protocols:
• safety bus protocol
• standard bus protocol
• own defined protocol
Usually standardised techniques are used, because they often are proven in use,
continuously developing and economical.
The structure of the messages that are sent on the bus, and how they are handled in each
node depends on the protocol. This handling includes many steps that are not described
in detail. Protocols are often divided into high-level protocols and low-level protocols.
The low level protocols includes mechanisms to take care of the bus near
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communication while the high level protocols communicate directly against the
application software running in each node and gives the application support, such as
access to a global system clock, and status of other nodes.
A commonly used model for data communication is the OSI (Open Systems
Interconnection) model. The model divides the handling of data communication in seven
layers. Each layer handles a given aspect in the transformation of communicated data
from the way an application sees data to the handling of electrical signals on a
communication medium. Each layer can communicate only with the closest neighbours
and one layer uses the services of the next lower level and provides services to the next
higher level. Figure 6.3.8.2 left shows the OSI mode seven layers.
Application layer provides access to the OSI environment for users and also provides
distributed information services to an application running on the computer for its
communication with application on other computers. Safety features are often
performed on application layer.
Presentation layer provides independence to the application processes from differences
in data representation.
Session layer provides the control structure for communication between applications;
establishes, manages and terminates connections between co-operating applications.
Transport layer provides reliable, transparent transfer of data between end points;
provides end-to-end error recovery and flow control.
Network layer provides upper layers with independence from the data transmission and
switching technologies used to connect systems; responsible for establishing,
maintaining and terminating connections.
Data link layer provides for the reliable transfer of information across the physical link;
sends blocks of data with the necessary synchronisation, error control and flow control.
Physical layer concerned with transmission of unstructured bit stream over physical
media, deals with the mechanical, electrical, functional and procedural characteristics to
access the physical medium.
The safety busses apply an additional safety protocol layer above OSI layers to locate
the safety features or it is included in layer 7. Properties

6.3.6.1.1 Fail safe
If there is a failure in a message or in communication the message is not accepted. The
exception handling is performed in common principle.

6.3.6.1.2 Fault tolerant
The messages are repeated. The system recovers from error automatically.

6.3.6.1.3 Robust
The communication speed is well defined or adapted communication speed can be used.

6.3.6.2 Principles
6.3.6.2.1 Redundancy
Redundancy is related to messages and acknowledgements.
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6.3.6.2.2 Diversity
Diversity means here some special means such as alternating messages. See chapter
techniques to find more means.

6.3.6.2.3 Determinism
The structure of the network and nodes can be well defined and controlled e.g. by using
safety codes.

6.3.6.3 Techniques
There are many means how to minimise the risks related to single channel
communication into an acceptable level. When the communication is safety related i.e. a
fault in communication may cause a hazard, all the basic risks have to be minimised. In
general, one method is good for minimising one or some risks, but not all. Therefore
several means are usually needed in risk reduction. There have to be means to minimise
all the possible risks and threats.

6.3.6.3.1 Error detection
Safety code: The method adds into the message a checking code; also other type of data
consistency checks are available. The simplest code is the parity checking. The
characters are encoded so that an additional bit is added to each character. The method
will only detect one bit error bursts in each codeword. Other checks are checksum and
CRC (cyclic redundancy check), which is the most effective. The effectiveness of CRC
depends on the length of the message and length of the CRC code. CRC-32 is enough
for many modern applications.
Feedback message (acknowledgements and echo): After receiving a message the
module sends a positive or negative acknowledgement or after receiving a message the
module sends the whole message or a checksum back. The use of a feedback message
can contribute to the safety of the process in a variety of ways:
• by providing confirmation of reception of valid and timely messages
• by providing confirmation of reception of corrupted messages
• by confirming the identity of the receiving equipment
• by facilitating synchronisation of clocks in sending and receiving equipment
• by facilitating dynamic checking procedures between parties
•
Alternating messages: The messages can be altered in a predefined way. One simple
method is to invert every other message so, that undetected inversion does not cause
hazards. In more sophisticated systems the allowed bit sequence is picked up from a
predefined table. If the receiver does not receive the expected row from the table then a
defined safety function or exception handling is started.
Sequence number: Each message has a consecutive number. In most simple case the
message includes a toggle bit. This allows the receiver to check the sequence of
messages provided by the transmitter. The method is reducing risk caused by message
repetition, loss, insertion and if the messages are sent in incorrect sequence.
Time stamp: Information sent in wrong time can be useless, harmless and in some
cases even dangerous for the user. Each message has a time code, which describes the
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sending time. This kind of information can be used instead of or combined with
sequence numbers. The method is reducing risk caused by message repetition and if the
messages are sent in incorrect sequence, too late, too early or if the transfer times vary
too much.
Timeout (e.g. watchdog): Receiver accepts messages only when they arrive in time or
during a predefined time window. Usually exception handling is used to react upon
delayed messages.
Source and destination identifier: Each message has a source and/or destination
address or other code. Inclusion of a source identifier in messages enable users of the
messages to verify that messages are from intended source. Inclusion of a destination
identifier in messages enable users of the messages to verify that messages are intended
for them. This defence is against mixing safety related message with non-safety related
one (masquerade).
Identification procedure: The members of the network check the identity of the other
members prior to the start of the system or prior to the transmission of a specific
message. Identity may include e.g. information about software and hardware versions.
This defence is against data from wrong source (insertion) and mixing safety related
message with non-safety related one (masquerade).
Membership control: The members of the network monitor each other and execute
exception handling in case of malfunction in one of the members. The defence helps
against inconsistency. This means that two or more receivers may have inconsistent
view of transmitted data or receivers may be in different states.
Time-triggered architecture: Messages are scheduled in regard to time. Often the time
schedule is pre-fixed by the system designer. The method is reducing risk caused by
message repetition, loss and if the messages are sent in incorrect sequence, too late, too
early or if the transfer times vary too much.
Prioritisation of messages: The messages are prioritised to enable safety critical
messages to access the bus with minimum delay.
Cryptographic techniques: Authentication is applied and cryptographic code is added
to the message to protect against malicious attacks. Cryptographic techniques imply the
use of keys and algorithms. The degree of effectiveness depends on the strength of the
algorithm and the secrecy of the keys. The secrecy of a key depends on its length and its
management.

6.3.6.3.2 Error containment
Bus guardian: Transmission of messages is controlled by a hardware device that opens
and closes the access path for the transmitter to the communication medium. The means
prevents the ‘babbling idiot’ messages and other disturbances.
Inhibit times: Similar to bus guardian, but can be implemented by software at the
communication sub-system; after transmitting a certain message, that particular message
is put in 'quarantine' for a given period of time before it can be transmitted again by the
particular transmitter. Do not affect all software failures.
Hamming distance applied to node addresses, message identifiers or messages: The
node addresses or message identifiers are selected such that failure in the address or in
the identifier produces non-used address or identifier and thus a failure can be noticed
by the receivers. The Hamming distance of acceptable messages is as big as possible.
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6.3.6.3.3 Error correction
Error correction can be safety-critical in some cases if it happens a failure in the
correction procedure. It must be very careful with using the automated error correction.

6.3.6.3.4 Error recovery
Replication: The messages are transferred periodically even though no changes in
values have occurred; a message may be replicated (e.g. sent twice with the other
message inverted); the communication sub-system may be replicated. The safety critical
messages are accepted only when they are sent several times. The replication may cover
also only a part of the message.

6.3.6.3.5 Summary

Insertion
Incorrect
sequence
Corrupted
message
Delay
Early
Excessive jitter
Masquerade
Inconsistency

• •
•
•

•

•

•

•

in

•
•
•
•
•

•

distance

Time triggered
architecture

Replication

Membership control

Feedback message

Safety code e.g. CRC

Time out

•

•
•
(•)
•
•

•
( •) •
•
( •) •
( •)
•
•
•

Hamming
messages

Deletion

• •
• •
•
• •

Alternating messages

Repetition

Time stamp

Threat

Sequence number

Defence

Identifiers for sender and
receiver

Table 6.3.6.5 Risks and some means to minimise risks in single channel
transmission.

•

Currently, there are no explicit rules for determining adequate means for minimising
risks related to each particular threat. For most risks only qualitative requirements can
be established. Only for some threats, such as corrupted message, quantitative
requirements can be defined. If the protocol and a typical bit failure rate in the
transmission media are known, it is possible to calculate the residual error rate of the
communications. The residual error rate is then compared to the quantitative
requirement derived from IEC 61508 safety integrity level requirements.
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Usually there is also a factor (e.g. 100), which leaves room for other risks in calculating
"the safety budget". This factor is used because there is no way to estimate precisely the
probability of an error for other risks than corrupted message. If there is a target to
failure rate or SIL then when corrupted message failure rate is only 1 % of the target
then other risks can be estimated to divide the rest 99% of the target failure rate.

6.3.7

Design on bus level

The bus level is the first OSI layer. This covers basically the cables, connectors and
electronic switches.

6.3.7.1 Properties
6.3.7.1.1 Fail safe
If the medium fails no messages are sent. Exception handling is performed in the nodes.

6.3.7.1.2 Fault tolerant
See techniques: single wire communication and topology.

6.3.7.1.3 Robust
Robust means here tolerant against disturbances. Shielded gables are used. Robust
techniques are used
e.g. galvanic

6.3.7.2 Principles
6.3.7.2.1 Redundancy
It is possible to use two physical bus channels to achieve redundancy. Redundancy is
usually realised in system level.

6.3.7.2.2 Diversity
Usually best possible method is used. If it does not operate, a spare system may be
possible. It can be used wireless communication: frequency jumping, spatial frequency
communication.

6.3.7.2.3 Determinism
All the used components must be well defined according to applied protocol.

6.3.7.3 Techniques
6.3.7.3.1 Error detection
Monitoring shorts or open circuits of the bus wires
Monitoring shorts or open circuits activates corrective or safety functions in case of a
total communication blackout. The bus wires are monitored by hardware and signalled
to software in case of a malfunction.
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Dynamic signals
Introduction of dynamic signals on system level could influence the architecture that
will be used and especially in the cases where a safe state exists, which often is the case
in machines.

6.3.7.3.2 Error containment
Monitoring bus load
Monitoring bus load enables bus traffic to be restricted dynamically in case of excessive
bus load. The message rate is monitored by software and if the rate is too high, the
nodes are forced to apply inhibit times in their transmission processes.
Galvanic isolation
Galvanic isolation prevents different potential levels on distinct nodes to cause
unwanted currents between the nodes. The communication lines and power supplies of
the nodes are galvanically isolated with the help of optoisolators and DC/DC converters.
Hardware topology
Hardware topology affects the safe performance of the system. It should be chosen so
that in the weakest point the consequences are minimised.
• Redundant hardware topology detects failures by comparing signals between busses
• Star topology can operate even if one node is faulty except if it is the node in the
star point
• Ring topology can operate even if there is a failure between two nodes
• Redundant ring topology can operate in case of multiple failures in the
communication system
Power supply cabling star topology can supply power from the power source to other
nodes even if one node fails or its power cables break, provided that each node is fused
separately.
Use of power up/down line among bus cables
Use of a power up/down line gives a power up signal to all the nodes simultaneously
and a power down signal in the case of power down or in an emergency. A single wire
passing power up/down information is included in the bus cabling and connectors. A
total break in the bus cable should correspond to the situation that the power down
signal is active.
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Use of a dead man switch line among the bus cables
Dead man switch provides information to all nodes that the operator of the machine or
vehicle is still controlling the system. A single wire passing information from the dead
man switch is included in the bus cabling and connectors. A total break in the bus cable
should correspond to the situation that the operator is not controlling the system.

6.3.7.3.3 Error recovery
Single wire communication
Single wire communication offers capability to communicate with single wire in case of
malfunction in the other wire when twisted pair communication is used. With the help of
special transceiver circuitry communication can be continued with reduced signal-tonoise ratio in case of interrupt or short in the other twisted pair wire.

6.4

Verification and Validation

The safety requirements are deducted from the hazard and risk analysis carried out
previously. The context in which the system is operating as well as the personnel
involved contribute to identify the potential hazards as well as their impact on the
functional behaviour of the system.
The purpose of this section is to evaluate the dependability performance of the system.
The analysis of the behaviour of the system shall be so complete that all potential
erroneous states are defined. A dependable system provides one or more safety
features/functions for error management of every defined failure mode.

6.4.1

Validation principles

6.4.1.1 Models of system development processes
All work with development of computer-based systems is split into a number of
activities or phases. They start with requirements analysis, continue with system design
and implementation and end with integration, system and acceptance tests. This is often
illustrated with a number of boxes connected to each other in a sequence. This very
simple figure is an abstraction of the many times very complex real development
process and we call this abstraction “The waterfall model”. As all abstractions it points
out a few essential things and leave all other out. The fundamental abstraction in the
waterfall model is the partition of work in activities and the sequence between activities.
According to many peoples opinion the model also shows that an activity must be
completely finished before the next can start. This is not necessarily true and, above all,
it does not work in practice. In real work activities start before a previous has ended and
developers have to go back and redo parts of earlier activities. System development is
iterative, recursive and activities overlap.

6.4.1.2 The V-model of system development
The V-model of system development is an often-used abstraction of the complicated
task to develop computer-based systems. Figure 1 shows the model. It uses the
terminology of standards IEC 12207 [ref] and IEC 15288 [ref]. The model is very
general and has only a few fundamental abstractions.
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1 It shows the development process as consisting of a number of sub-processes, which
are used in a sequence. Each sub-process uses given input from an earlier subprocess and produces given output to a later sub-process.
2 A development process is divided into an analysis part, where the system is broken
down into perceivable pieces, and a synthesis part, where the pieces are put together
to form the complete system. A vertical line through the middle of the picture can
illustrate the division. This is the divide-and-conquer abstraction.
3 A development process is divided into a number of phases where each phase is an
expansion of the result from previous phase. An analyst or a designer adds more
detail to the result. This abstraction can be illustrated with horizontal lines between
the activities.
4 The model shows the generation of subsystems. Each subsystem is a system in itself
and will be developed in a number of activities, which can be modelled by the Vmodel. Hence the model shows the recursive nature of system development.
The model is general and can be used for instantiation of a particular development
process for a piece of software, a communication protocol or a complete computerbased system.
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Figure 6.4.1.2 The fundamental form of the V-model for system development
Requirements analysis
The analyst works through the requirements as the customer has expressed them. The
result is a requirements specification.
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Architectural design
Given the requirements specification the designer creates the overall structure of the
system and produces a specification of the architectural design. Requirements are
allocated to hardware, software, communication and operators.
Detailed design
For each subsystem in the architectural design the designer takes the specifications of
functions, properties and interfaces and creates the detailed design. The output is the
design specification. It shows the components and their interactions and how they
together form the designed part.
Subsystem construction.
Input to the subsystem construction is the detailed design of a subsystem. The designer
shall preferably use existing components and create the glue that makes them work
together. In software this glue is the necessary code that calls the components and takes
care of their replies.
Subsystem verification
Each subsystem must be tested individually and the test verifies that the subsystem
works according to specifications. It is important to select test data carefully and use
valid as well as invalid data. In this way both functions and restrictions are verified.
The output from subsystem verification is verified subsystems.
Integration and verification
Integration is the process of building subsystems together with the aid of the designed
glue and verifying that they interact as specified. The output of system integration and
testing is a complete system whose functions and constraints are verified.
System validation
System validation is the final acceptance tests that validates that the system has the
functionality and the properties the customer wanted. It should be run with test data
created by the customer and both FAT – factory acceptance test, and SAT – site
acceptance test, are used. After system validation the system is ready for use.

6.4.1.3 V&V in a system development model
Both V&V can be done statically or dynamically. In static V&V a document or any
other artefact is checked against the specification underlying its construction. Such
checking is done by careful inspection of the document or the artefact, mostly in
reading. In dynamic V&V we run a system or a representation of it and observe its
behaviour.
The constructive part of V&V is to assure that a product satisfies the specification and
meets the expectations on it. The destructive, but equally necessary part of V&V is to
find faults. When we create a dependable computer system we try to avoid faults in the
first place. We remove the faults that in spite of our efforts have entered the system as
far as we can find and identify them. By statistical testing we can estimate the number of
faults remaining in the system when it is taken into operation. In a dependable system
we also have to tolerate the remaining faults. By good methods for the design and
construction of a system we can avoid to introduce faults and we can tolerate the
residual fault in a system in operation. By good methods for verification and validation
of a system we can show the existence of faults and we can estimate their number.
Preferably faults should be removed in the same development phase as they were
introduced. Finding a fault in a later phase is 5 – 10 times more expensive for each
phase.
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Figure 6.4.1.3.1 The V-model with test specifications added.
Test specifications consist of:
Test configuration, e.g. programs and devices that must be used for the test
Test cases with all test data
Expected outcome of the tests
Test specifications should be written simultaneously with analysis and design
specifications on a given level of system development. The reason is fivefold:
1
When designing tests the analyst sees the system from a different point of view,
which usually reveals new aspect of the system.
2
The test will be designed on an adequate level of detail. The analyst doesn’t know
so much about the system yet and a lot of unnecessary details will not block his
mind.
3
Information is fresh and nothing forgotten yet.
4
The design will probably take testing into account and the system will be built for
testing.
5
The analyst and the designer still have lot of time in the development project. If
test specifications are made later there is a big risk that the project is running out
of time and the tests are made in a hurry without specification if tests are made at
all.
Figure 3 illustrates the fundamental difference between verification and validation.
Verification is to check that the system is built according to specification, regardless of
what the specifications say. Validation is to check that the system is built to satisfy user
needs.
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Figure 6.4.1.3.2 Verification and validation in a system development model.

6.4.1.4 Methods for verification and validation
Annex F 7.6 contains an overview of existing techniques for verification and validation.
The contents of the annex F come from the Defence Modelling and Simulation Office
(DMSO) at the Department of Defence in the US. Techniques are classified in four
categories:
Informal techniques, which are almost entirely depending on human activities such as
reading and reasoning. They are subjective and do not depend on any stringent
formalism. The strength of informal methods is the use of the human intellect. It finds
many defects that automatic tools never find. The disadvantage is of course that they
require significant effort from the developers.
Static techniques, which check a system without execution. They assess models and
code regarding structure, consistency, control flow and syntax. Tools are often used for
static verification. The strength is that they can quantify certain properties of a design,
but they say nothing about its function or constraints.
Dynamic techniques, which execute models and products. They run an artefact and
verify functions and constraints. They can simulate real use of a system and they can be
used to stress a system to find weaknesses. Some kinds of tools or special devices are
commonly used in dynamic verification. The strength of dynamic verification is that
they really execute the system under test, but tests of complex systems can very seldom
be complete. Only limited sets of test cases can be run.
Formal techniques, which are based on formal mathematical proofs of correctness. Their
strength is the formal reasoning about an artefact, but they require stringent models of
the verified system and well-defined development processes. They also require
significant effort from the developers.
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6.4.1.4.1 Inspections
Making inspections on documents produced during development of a system is a very
cost efficient way increasing productivity and quality. There are also some positive side
effects with inspections such as learning from others. When people participate in
inspections they share opinions and experience, which leads to avoidance of future
problems and shorter development times.
Many studies have shown that a large part of defects in a system comes from the early
specifications and primarily the requirements specification. Requirements are missing,
requirements are wrong or requirements are misunderstood. Corrections of these in later
parts of the development process are expensive. Investigations have shown that
correction of a defect is 5 - 10 times more expensive for each development phase after
the phase where the defect was introduced. Corrections of earlier mistakes delay
development and increase costs. Hence it is of utmost importance that the early
documents are inspected meticulously. It is important to inspect other documents too.
Reading a document and inspecting it are two different things. Inspecting a document is
a formal activity, where a document is checked against its source documents. Inspection
is checking the design activity, which is the transformation of specifications on one level
to specifications on more detailed level. E.g. a system architect makes the architectural
design of a system. Her primary sources of information are the requirements
specification and specifications on available subsystems to use as parts. Her design is
specified in the architectural specification. When inspecting the architectural
specification it is checked against the architect’s input specifications.
Three roles are necessary for an inspection:
Author, the person who has produced the artefact that shall be inspected.
Inspector, a person who shall inspect the artefact. Two or three are suitable for the
number of persons for an inspection.
Moderator, the person who leads the inspection meeting and approves the inspected
artefact.
An inspection has four main activities:
Preparation. The author distributes all necessary documents well in time before an
inspection meeting. The documents are at least the artefact to be inspected and all
necessary source documents. If the inspectors do not know design rules checklists for
inspections before, such documents shall be distributed too.
Inspection. Each inspector makes the complete inspection alone. All defects are written
down.
Meeting. The author, the inspectors and the moderator come together for the inspection
meeting. The inspected artefact is walked through and the written down defects are
discussed. If the author can show that a suspected defect actually is correct it is
discarded. All other defects are classified regarding severity and noted in an inspection
protocol. A decision is made on how the author shall handle the defect, which can be
anything from discarding the whole artefact to no measure at all.
Corrections and approval. The author makes the corrections after the meeting within the
time limit decided at the meeting. The moderator checks the corrections and approves
the artefact unless the meeting decided on another inspection.
Three issues are of particular importance in inspections:
The main purpose of inspection is to find faults in a system as early as possible. All
designs contain faults and human checking is generally the most efficient way and in
some cases the only way to find faults.
An inspection meeting must be held in a positive spirit. The author must not feel
attacked or unfairly criticized. A good way is to always start with pointing out the good
qualities of the inspected artefact. There are always good points. After all, the purpose
of inspections is improvement of quality, productivity and knowledge.
No problem solving at the meeting! Such activities take time and the author is probably
the person best suited to solve the problem even if inspectors can be very well aware of
their own excellency.
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Properly performed inspections are good to improve quality, reduce cost and develop
competence. If any of the activities are missing, the inspections will miss their purpose
and people will cease using them.
Documents needed for inspections are:
The document to inspect
Source documents
Checklist for inspections
Classification of defects
Classification of measures
Some advantages in short as noted in real projects:
Formal inspection are the most cost efficient way we have to find defects and make
suggestions for improvement in a design. Measurements have shown that there is a
return on investment of effort spent in inspections to effort saved in later correction of
more than a factor 10.
It is possible to find more than 80% of the defects in a single inspection.
According to a report from IBM development cost were reduced by more than 50%
when inspections were introduced.
According to a report from Tom Gilb maintenance costs were reduced by a factor
greater than 10 when inspections were introduced.
Inspections can reduce the total project time with more than 50%.
Formal inspections take time in early development phases but saves time in later phases
and in maintenance. LCC costs decrease.
Formal inspections are more efficient than individual, informal inspections.
Formal inspections help an author to understand the nature of a defect when an inspector
describes the defect.
It is important to measure the benefits of inspection, not only the costs, although the
latter are easier to measure. Tell everyone about the results.
Inspections of requirement will give the greatest gain.
Collect feedback from inspections into a catalogue of best practices.
Inspectors should preferably be people not involved in the same project as the author.

6.4.1.4.2 Fault forecasting
When a system is verified dynamically or in use all failures should be reported. If the
execution time between successive failures is noted the number of remaining faults can
be predicted. There are a number of mathematical methods in use to find the number of
faults as a function of time. This function is asymptotic and the distance between the
function and the asymptote represents an estimate of the number of remaining faults.

Number of faults

Estimated number of remaining faults

Time

Figure 6.4.1.4.2 Reliability growth
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6.4.1.5 Validation on system and node levels
6.4.1.5.1 Failure model
A model that covers all subsystems and that describes the interaction between elements,
provides a platform for the evaluation of the dependability of the system. Detailed
understanding of the functionality of subsystems is a prerequisite for the avoidance of
faults and the resulting errors that may eventually initiate system failures.
The impact of faults, errors and failures on subsystems needs to be reduced according to
the dependability performance required for the correct operation of the system. In that
context, the fundamental fault – error – failure chain described in chapter 4 of this work,
introduces basic concepts applicable in the design process and for the evaluation of
reliability of communication in safety-critical distributed control systems.
Referring to the Flavio Christian failure model on system level presented in chapter
6.1.5.1, the current failure modes shall be handled and the evaluation of the safety
principles, safety measures and safety methods applied to address each failure mode is
treated in the following sections.
Crash: An error in one component eventually causes the system to permanently halt or
to lose its internal state. The initial error causes a subsystem to either halt permanently
or to emit signals that are perceived as incorrect by all the other nodes. A system crash
occurs when underlying faults and errors leading to this fatal failure, are unidentified
and/or cannot be confined.
Omission: An error in one component causes the subsystem to temporarily halt and to
eventually resume its normal operation. The initial error causes a node to stop reacting
to a stimulus under a lapse of time and later recover its normal state.
Timing: The logic value of a result is correct, but the result is delivered too late or too
early. The subsystem does not interfere with messages sent by other subsystems
Computation: Due to errors in a subsystem the value of the result it delivers is wrong.
Computation failures include asymmetrical value failures and symmetrical value failures
Byzantine: When no a priori assumptions are made or can be made regarding the
malicious characteristics of faulty components, the resulting faults or failures are of
Byzantine type. Such an error in the system makes it behave in a totally arbitrary
manner.

6.4.1.5.2 Fault avoidance
The first concern is to develop a system with no potential faults originating from any
subsystem/module. Faults as such cannot be detected, but are exposed when triggered
into errors. Faults originate from numerous sources and at different development stages
of a system. As described earlier, a failure is caused by an error which in turn has been
triggered from a fault.
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Applicable methods, techniques and measures
Determine the scope of all fault types that must be considered during system
specification, design and evaluation.
Classify the faults on the basis of commonly used attributes
The classification must be done in the context of the architecture and design of the
system. The current application, as well as the operating and maintenance environment
shall also be considered.
Table 6.4.1.5.2 shows a general fault classification based on commonly used attributes
[Avizienis76/86, Laprie90, McElvany91, Powell92] lists the fault types for the
respective attribute.
Fault attribute
Activity
Duration
Perception
Intent
Cause (single fault)
Cause (multiple faults)
Extent
Value
Observability
Diagnosability
Coincidence
Phase of creation
Nature
Source
Mechanism

Fault types
Dormant, latent, active
Permanent, transient, intermittent
Symmetrical, asymmetrical
Benign, malicious, Byzantine
Random, deterministic, generic
Independent, correlated, common-mode
Local, global, distributed
Fixed, varying
Observable, not observable
Diagnosable, not diagnosable
Distinct, coincident, near coincident
Development, manufacture, operation,
support
Accidental, intentional
Hardware, software, human interface
Physical processes

Table 3.5.2.1 General fault classification
The fault classification belongs to the process of localisation of potential faults sources
and contributes to a detailed understanding of the fault-error-failure chain within the
system. It is the first step in adapting the adequate measures to prevent the activation of
a fault within subsystems/modules into errors that can be exported to other parts of the
system.
Mapping of individual fault cases to fault classes
A particular fault case in a system may map to a different class (or classes) depending
on the operational mode or operational phase. Such a mapping of fault cases into
manageable classes is presented in a table during the early phase of design and the
software architecture. This table may have to be expanded to reflect aspects of fault
detection and tolerance.
Reduction of detection latency
The accumulation of latent faults may break through the fault tolerant capability of the
system. By periodically performing a system integrity check with an adequate fault
coverage it is possible to reduce latency. By fault detection latency is understood the
time interval between the manifestation of a fault and the time of detection.
Component selection
The selection of a component/module is suitable for either the system application or for
the operating environment in the appropriate system configuration. It is important to
make a distinction between physical or component faults, and human-made faults such
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as those related to specification, design or man-machine interaction. Contrary to
physical faults, the latter tend to be unpredictable, resulting in unanticipated errors and
sporadic manifestation.
Design diversity/dissimilarity
The general approach for protection against common-cause or common-mode faults and
their consequences is to ensure independence of faults by applying design diversity or
dissimilarity. Dissimilarity is used where component replication to tolerate faults is not
feasible or effective, i.e., when identical copies show identical faults (nearly) at the same
time. This is the case with software, as it is not subject to physical faults due to noise,
aging, or wear.
Diversity can be applied to software, hardware component, system, and process level,
e.g.:
- Different programming languages combined with identical or different
processors
- Same software source code but different compilers and assemblers
- Object oriented programming vs. functional (structured) programming
- Fixed vs. floating point arithmetic
Etc.

6.4.1.5.3 Fault tolerance
When the potential fault sources are identified and the analysis of the causal relationship
in each fault-error -failure chain is carried out, the appropriate measures are taken to
insure fault tolerance at system level. Architecture, choice of components, subsystem
tolerance specification, system configuration are the means to design a fault tolerant
system.
The first action in the elaboration of the system is to define the scope of all the fault
types that should be considered during system specification, design and evaluation.
Applicable methods, techniques and measures:
Redundancy
There are two basic types of fault tolerance, both based on redundancy techniques:
Active or dynamic redundancy, using duplication and comparison to perform fault
diagnosis (i.e. detect and locate)
Passive redundancy using duplication combined with a voting mechanism to mask fault
occurrence and avoid errors, is applicable.
Multiple concurrent processing nodes provide an efficient construction for fault tolerant
systems. The exchange of data between these nodes permits to reach consensus
concerning input data to be selected, available processed output data, activation of
specific control modes, diagnostic of faulty nodes or other system resources.

6.4.1.5.4 Fault removal
The system requirements are developed as described in chapter 3.3 of this work. Faults
in the physical domain (non-software) as well as faults in the software domain are likely
to be introduced during any of the system development phases. The selection of
components may not be suitable for the system application nor for the operating
environment. Fault types in the software domain may range from specification and
design faults to coding faults including logical errors, improper stack sizing etc.
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Applicable methods
During system development, the transition from one phase to another shall be such that
all the tasks related to the preceding phase have been carried out according to the
appropriate methods and techniques listed in annex F. The applied methods and
techniques permit to select several system architectures to be evaluated for suitability
and feasibility.
Confine the faults and errors by appropriate system configuration. At the best the system
would be fail-safe.
Improve the detection and the diagnostic capabilities with some form of redundancy.
Implement safety functions in the adequate subsystem to provide failure treatment and
eventually the system recovery.
Provide the safety functions that shall enable the transition of the system to a safe-state.

6.4.1.5.5 Error detection and handling
The appropriate measure is to develop a mechanism to detect the potential error
originating from a subsystem/module and prevent it propagating outside the
subsystem/module.
Applicable methods

The general approach for error detection is the application of diversity. Diversity
can be applied at software, hardware component, system and process level e.g.:
-

Different programming languages combined with identical or different
processors
- Same software source code but different compilers and assemblers
- Object oriented programming vs. functional (structured) programming
- Different algorithms for the same function
- Data bus with copper wire vs. optic fibre
- Integrated circuits with same form, fit, and function, but implemented with
different technologies, cell libraries, or processes
Confine the errors by appropriate system configuration. At the best the system would be
fail-safe.
Error detection and handling could utilise a combination of V&V techniques from annex
F.

6.4.1.5.6 Failure detection and handling
Fault-tolerance requires that the system contains redundant components. The term
redundant refers to the fact that these components are not needed to maintain system
operation under fault-free conditions.
Redundancy techniques used for designing fault-tolerant systems include hardware
redundancy and software redundancy. Redundancy can be static or dynamic. In static
redundancy the system is able to withstand faults without reconfiguration while dynamic
redundancy requires reconfiguration. Hardware redundancy is introduced by adding
extra nodes to the system, but also through incorporating extra hardware resources
inside the nodes.
Applicable methods
A failure mode describes how a component , a subsystem behaves when it fails
Referring to the failure model presented in chapter 3.5.1. the Byzantine failure mode
relies on the weakest assumptions about the behaviour of a faulty node. Consequently,
the Byzantine failure mode is extremely difficult to diagnose and therefore the detection
and handling of such a failure require the combination of V&V techniques described in
annex F.
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Improve the detection and the diagnostic capabilities with some form of redundancy.
Develop a mechanism to detect any:
- omission failure originating from a subsystem/module and prevent
propagation outside this subsystem.
- timing failure originating from a subsystem/module and prevent propagation
outside this subsystem.
- computation failure originating from a subsystem/module and prevent
propagation outside this subsystem.
Fault/error/failure containment
- The fault/error/failure extent shall be kept as close as possible to the
fault/error/failure site.
- Implement safety functions in the adequate subsystem to provide failure
treatment and eventually the system recovery.
- Provide the safety functions that shall enable the transition of the system to a
safe-state.
- Confine the faults and errors by appropriate system configuration.
- Improve the detection and the diagnostic capabilities with some form of
redundancy (hardware or software).

6.4.1.6 Validation on protocol level
In protocol level many standards and rules related to commercial protocols limit
possibilities to make innovative, but possibly hazardous system. In the implementation
phase the designer is often only adjusting parameters. Before the implementation phase
the designer needs to choose applicable protocol. Some protocols can tackle possible
failures better than others. The validation covers also the evaluation of the protocol. The
protocol needs to meet the requirements of the system.

6.4.1.6.1 Methods concerning the failures
Fault avoidance
Usually commercial protocols are used and typically they are well tested. Quite often the
system provider can show reliability data or a certification document. If a new protocol
is used then more effort in validation process is needed.
Failure detection and handling
The appropriate measure is to develop a mechanism to detect the potential error
originating from a subsystem/module and prevent it propagating outside the
subsystem/module. It is important to ensure that error handling does not create new
hazards.
There are several methods to detect errors (see table …). It need to be considered, is the
detection method adequate to meet the system requirements.
Error handling method depend on system requirements. In some cases it is safest to halt
the system and find the error cause before continuation. If the system need a continuous
control to maintain safe state, a quick recovery is needed instead of halting. Risk
analysis is used in determining the error handling method.
An error may lead to a failure, which can affect the system. In validation process similar
methods are needed for failure and error detection and handling.
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6.4.1.6.2 Validating the system on protocol level according to failure modes
This approach to validate the communication system in protocol level is meant for
choosing a communication system for a specific safety-related application. The
communication system that will be chosen for the specific application has to have
adequate means against all hazardous risks. This approach helps also in designing a new
communication system, but in design process also other aspects, such as design process,
need to be considered.
In this procedure first each risk related to single channel serial communication is
determined. The risks are usually considered to be the same as presented in IEC 61508-2
chapter 7.4.8 or in EN 50159-2. In practice the hazard identification and validation can
be based on e.g. HAZOP-analysis in which the guide words are selected according to the
risks. For each risk the system must have protective means to minimise the existing risk.
In the following chapters there are presented common protective means against the risk
together with a judgement about the effectiveness of the method. Each method, which is
used to minimise the specific risk, is then evaluated and then validated against the
corresponding application requirements. In the process it is considered that all risks are
minimised to an adequate level. The adequate level depends on the application, but for
some risks e.g. for masquerade, the protective means are often minimal whereas for
corruption quite extensive means are usually required.
Repetition
Repetition is usually a systematic failure, which cannot be neglected in any
communication system.
Sequence number, time stamp and alternating messages are protective methods, which
can well detect a repeated message. Usually even a simple single method is effective
enough against repetition. The method effectiveness can be increased by adding bits to
sequence number or time stamp. In alternating messages method the effectiveness
depend on number of variations in messages. Time-triggered architecture helps to
protect the system from e.g. so called "babbling idiot", but it does not alone detect a
repeated message.
The validation process needs to prove that repetition of messages is detected or it does
not cause hazardous situation.
Deletion
Deletion can be caused by various kinds of events or errors and it is one of the most
common error types and it cannot be neglected in any communication system. Usually
detected corruption in a message leads to deletion.
Sequence number, time stamp, alternating messages and time-triggered architecture are
protective methods, which can well detect a deleted message. One part of the method
effectiveness of sequence number and time stamp depend on number of bits in sequence
code or time stamp. The more bits the more effective method. In alternating messages
method one part of the effectiveness depend on number of variations in messages. The
other part of the effectiveness is related to delay caused by deleted messages. Timetriggered architecture detects well a missing message within a specific time interval.
Feedback message can also reveal a missing message, since the sender is expecting a
feedback. Message replication can cover a missing message, but to detect the deletion
some additional means may be needed.
The validation process needs to prove that deletion of (a) message(s) is detected or it
does not cause hazardous situation.
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Insertion
Insertion happens usually when a receiver gets an additional message, which is
interpreted to have correct address. According to EN 50159-2 table C2 the risk is not
high and weak countermeasures are sufficient in fixed, unchanging field busses, which
have a single user group.
Sequence number, feedback message, alternating messages and source identifier are
protective methods, which can well detect an inserted message. Time-triggered
architecture may prevent the message to be received, but it needs additional measures to
detect an inserted message.
The validation process needs to prove that an inserted message is detected or it does not
cause hazardous situation.
Incorrect sequence
Incorrect sequence happens usually when the messages can travel via two ways from
receiver to sender and the other way is slower than the other. So, the risk is quite small
in normal field busses. According to EN 50159-2 table C2 the risk is not high and weak
countermeasures are sufficient in fixed, unchanging field busses, which have a single
user group.
Sequence number, time stamp, feedback message and alternating messages are
protective methods, which can well detect an incorrect sequence. Time-triggered
architecture may prevent the message to be received, but it may need additional
measures to detect an incorrect sequence.
The validation process needs to prove that an inserted message is detected or it does not
cause hazardous situation.
Corruption
Corruption can be caused by various kinds of events, errors or electromagnetic
interference, which cause one or some bits of the message to change their value.
Corruption is one of the most common error types and it cannot be neglected in any
communication system. Corruption is one of the most common error types and it cannot
be neglected in any communication system.
Safety code, Hamming distance maximisation between meaningful messages and
replication are protective methods, which can well detect a single bit error. Safety codes
(E.g. CRC) can detect several bit errors depending on the safety code length and the
message length. E.g. probability of undetected corruption in 16 bit CRC is 216. Another
factor is Hamming distance, which means the difference in bits between two messages.
One-bit error is very probable as well as two-bit error, whereas 10-bit error is quite
unlikely. Usually the method should have both high Hamming distance and low
probability of undetected corruption.
Replication gives moderate probability of an error figures, but Hamming distance value
can be low, since the same error may be repeated in successive messages. Hamming
distance maximisation may give moderate Hamming distance and probability figures if
the selected Hamming distance is high enough. In practice it means that there should be
a lot of possible meaningless messages and only few possible meaningful messages.
Only meaningful messages are accepted. Alternating messages method also protects
against corruption, since in the method only one (or some) message(s) content is
acceptable at a time. All other message contents cause safety function or exception
handling.
For corrupted message, which is caused by random interference it is advisable to
calculate bit error probability and also probability that a message is interpreted in a
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wrong and hazardous way. For other risks it is difficult to calculate such probabilities
since there are other dominating risk sources than random interference. When
comparing probability of dangerous failure per hour to IEC 61508 safety integrity levels
(SIL), it must be considered that the sum of probabilities of the risks must be lower than
target SIL. It can be estimated that corruption is 1 % of all risks and therefore the target
probability of failure is 100 fold lower than the equivalent SIL [Reinert].
The validation process needs to prove that corrupted messages are detected and they do
not cause hazardous situation. It is practical to use quantitative approach in validation.
Delay
Delay can be caused by various kinds of events or errors and it is a common error. It
cannot be neglected in any communication system.
Time stamp, time out, feedback message and time-triggered architecture are protective
methods, which can well detect a delayed message.
The validation process needs to prove that delay of a message is detected and it does not
cause hazardous situation.
Masquerade
Masquerade is usually caused by misrouting of a correct message or by an unauthorised
message (e.g. malicious message). Typically the risk is caused by nodes, which are
connected later to the system e.g. via internet. The risk is negligible in static field
busses. According to EN 50159-2 table C2 the risk can be neglected in fixed,
unchanging field busses, which have a single user group.
Safety code, feedback message, identifiers for sender and receiver are protective
methods, which can well detect a wrong message. Also Hamming distance in identifiers
can protect against the risk. If malicious attacks are possible then safety code need to be
chosen carefully and also cryptographic techniques may be needed.
The validation process needs to prove either that the risk is negligible or that
masquerade is detected and it does not cause hazardous situation.

6.4.1.6.3 Summary of risks and evaluation of protective methods
The following table shows the failure modes, requirements related to the failure modes,
protective methods against the failure mode and the capability of the protective methods
in single channel serial communication.
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Failure mode

Requirement

Protective method

Repetition
or
deletion

Repeated (old)
messages may not be
accepted by the
receiver.

Sequence number

The system needs to
detect a missing
message.

Time stamp
Alternating messages

Time-triggered
architecture

Message replication

Feedback message

Insertion

The receiver must
not accept additional
messages.

Sequence number

Feedback message
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Characteristics of the
protective method
Even one-bit numbers or
time stamps can detect
simple repetition or
deletion. To detect more
synchronised errors or
deletion of two messages
longer numbers are needed.
Even the most simple
alternating between two
acceptable messages can
detect simple repetition or
deletion. To detect more
complex errors more
complicated alteration is
needed.
In time-triggered
architecture messages are
sent only in fixed time
intervals and no extra
messages are accepted and a
missing message is detected.
To detect an old message,
which comes at a correct
time some additional means
are needed.
Message replication can
help to cover deleted
message, but it does not
help against repetition.
Feedback message can
reveal a missing message
when the sender of the
original message is
expecting the feedback. The
sender must be able to
inform the receiver about
the error or the receiver may
detect the error with a timeout function.
Even one-bit numbers or
time stamps can detect an
inserted message. To detect
more synchronised errors,
longer sequence numbers
are needed.
Feedback message can
reveal an inserted message.
The sender must be able to
inform the receiver about
the error.
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Message replication

Alternating messages

Source and
destination identifier
Incorrect
sequence

The messages need
to be received in the
same sequence as
they are sent.

Sequence number
Time stamp

Feedback message

Replication

Time-triggered
architecture

Alternating messages
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The receiver may require
message repetition and if the
message is not repeated it is
not accepted.
Even the most simple
alternating between two
acceptable messages can
detect inserted message. To
detect two inserted
messages or more complex
errors more complicated
alteration is needed.
Source information can
reveal a message, which is
coming from a wrong
source.
Even one-bit numbers or
time stamps can detect a
situation when two
messages change their
sequence. To detect more
synchronised errors, longer
sequence or time stamp
numbers are needed.
Feedback message may
detect incorrect sequence, if
the feedback contains a
sequence number. Also if
the feedback messages are
received in wrong order the
sequence could also be
wrong.
If the receiver is expecting
replication, but it receives a
new message it detects
wrong sequence. Additional
measures may be needed if
four messages can be in a
wrong sequence.
In time-triggered
architecture messages are
sent only in fixed time
intervals. If the sequence
were wrong it should be
sent and received at correct
time.
Even the most simple
alternating between two
acceptable messages can
detect a situation when two
messages change their
sequence. To detect more
complex errors more
complicated alteration is
needed.
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Corrupted
message

The messages must
be received correctly.
If the message is
incorrect it must be
neglected.

Safety code (e.g.
CRC)

Feedback message
Replication

Maximised
Hamming distance
between meaningful
messages

Delay

The delay in
receiving acceptable
message must be
detected and
measures need to be
done to avoid
hazardous situation.

Time stamp

Time out
Feedback message

Time-triggered
architecture
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In all communication the
messages include at least a
parity bit to detect corrupted
messages. Usually the
receiver can detect all bit
errors up to a defined
amount (Hamming
distance). In safety-related
messages the safety codes
are often 16 to 32 bits long.
The safety code length
depends on message length.
Feedback message can
reveal a corrupted message,
if it contains a safety code.
If there is an error in a
single message then the
replicated message reveals
an error. To avoid errors,
which are repeated in
replicated messages, more
complex methods are
needed.
If there is an error in the
message, which is smaller
than the Hamming distance
between meaningful
messages, the error is
detected. To detect longer
errors, a longer Hamming
distance or other methods
are needed.
Long enough time stamp
can detect a delay. Too short
time stamp may randomly
cause acceptable time codes.
Time out function in the
receiver detects a delayed
message.
Feedback signals inform the
sender when the message is
received and it knows then
if the message is delayed.
In time-triggered
architecture messages are
sent only in fixed time
intervals. If the message
does not come during the
acceptable time window the
delay is detected by the
receiver.
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Masquerade

Only messages,
which come from
correct sender to
correct receiver must
be accepted.

Safety code

Feedback message

Identifiers for sender
and receiver

Safety code helps to detect a
non-authentic message if the
message is generated
randomly. Common safety
codes may not be as
effective against malicious
attacks, but a special code
may be needed.
Feedback message informs
the sender that a message is
received. The sender may
notice the inserted message.
When all the senders and
receivers are known, no
additional senders are
accepted. Feedback message
reveals then malicious
attacks.

Table 3.6.3.1 Risks and corresponding requirements, protective methods and
method evaluation. [REINERT]
6.4.1.7 Validation on bus level
In this validation procedure first risks (hazardous events) related to the physical bus,
which consist of cables, connectors and electronic switches, are considered. For each
risk there must be protective means to minimise the existing risk or the risk must be
proven to be negligible. The protective means are then validated by using analysis or
tests.
Typically faults on the physical bus affect the signal-to-noise ratio or stop the whole
system. In figure 6.1.5.3.1 and table 6.1.5.3.1 the failure modes (CAN bus) on bus level
and the resulting behaviour of the network are introduced. The following table shows
hazardous events, which may generate risks, protective methods against the hazardous
events and common validation methods to ensure that the protective methods are
adequate against the hazardous events.
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Failure cause - Failure mode

Protective method

Network
HW systematic failure
SW systematic failure
Underdimensioning
Wires breaking
Antennas misalignment
Cabling errors

Instructions
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Evaluation of the protective
method
Functional testing
Failure analysis
Walkthrough
Design reviews

⇒ repetition, deletion,

insertion, incorrect sequence,
corruption, delay, masquerade
Electromagnetic fields
EMI
Cross-talk

⇒ deletion, insertion,

corruption, masquerade

By right physical installation it
is possible to minimise
problems related to
disturbances.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use of shielded cables and
enclosures
Limited bus cable length
Distant placement of
redundant cables
Proper grounding
Proper termination
Transfer rate limitation
Use of light cables
Distance from high
current cables
Protective components
against overvoltage
Isolating transformer

Physical effects
(Mechanical stress, Climate,
Natural events)

Validate design principles
EMC testing using a special
checklist

Choose equipment and shields
, which are suitable for the
environment

Verify that the used
components are suitable for
the environment.
Environmental testing

HW random failures
HW ageing

⇒ repetition, deletion,

insertion, incorrect sequence,
corruption, delay, masquerade
Thermal noise
Fading effects
Magnetic storm
Fire
Earthquake
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Failure cause - Failure mode

Protective method

Evaluation of the protective
method

Instructions
Procedures
Warnings against predictable
misuse

Use after validation

Lightning

⇒ deletion, corruption, delay
Human
(Operators, Maintenance staff,
Not authorised users)
Human mistakes
Overloading of TX system

Check if the means against
intrusion into the network are
adequate.

Use of not calibrated
instruments
Use of not suited instruments
Incorrect HW replacement
Wires tapping
HW damage or breaking
Not authorised software
modifications

Check if the means against
predictable misuse are
adequate

Access control

Transmission of not authorised
messages

⇒

repetition, deletion,
insertion, incorrect sequence,
corruption, delay, masquerade

Table6.4.1.7 Hazardous events, the protective methods against them and
validation methods to validate the protective methods.
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6.5

Applicability

Techniques and measures mentioned in these guidelines are applicable on safety-related
PES. These guidelines, primarily provide methods for risk assessment, design and
validation of PES. The use of safety measures depends on factors specific to the
application and may demand the use of application specific norms and standards. These
guidelines also support the designer and developer in the design process, in order to
reach an adequate level of functional-safety for the entire system.

6.6

Conclusion

The aim of the validation process is to ensure that the safety requirements specified for
the communication of data between the nodes of the system are fulfilled. The validation
process embraces the entire lifecycle of the system and follows the stages that
characterise the V-development model.
The architecture or the configuration of the system characterises the type of
communication properties for a specific safety function.
The purpose of the validation is to ensure that the system meets the specification for the
overall (functional and safety) requirements and that the appropriate measures and
techniques to reach a safe state, in the occurrence of a critical failure, have been
implemented. Special attention is given to communication aspects. The failure model
used in this section is adapted to the four system levels previously defined. The
validation shall address the types of faults, errors and failures defined at system level as
well as error and failures that may affect the system at the three other levels. An
exhaustive list of failures is presented together with the appropriate methods to handle
them.

7

Annexes

7.1

Annex A - Three nodes axis control system

Introduction

This example will be used to point out and inform about risks related to
Axis control system

System
Motor

Sensor
Sensor node

Stop button

Motor node

I/O hardware

Stop node

I/O hardware
RAM

OS
CPU

RAM

OS
CPU

PROM

Application

I/O hardware

Protocol

Protocol

PROM

Application

EEPROM

Protocol

CPU

PROM

Application

RAM

OS

EEPROM
Protocol
Protocol
Protocol

Bus

EEPROM
Protocol
Protocol
Protocol
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communication. The example has delibarately been chosen to be quite
elementary to avoid putting focus on aspects not related to communication.

Figure 7.1.1 Three nodes axis control system
This example will be used in all three workpackages to show how methods developed in
the project could be applied on an example system and of course also to increase
understanding.
Description of the system
The system consists of the following three nodes: sensor node, actuator node and stop
node.
Sensor node
Continously reads the value of the speed sensor (rotations per minute) and continously
sends out this message on the bus. This node does not take a decision concerning if the
sensor value seems to be correct or not.
Motor node
• Receives the speed sensor value from bus and based on this information sets a
control signal to the motor and the purpose is to keep a constant speed on the
axis (independent of the force applied to the axis).
• Continously check if a stop message is received from ”stop node” and if it
receives a stop message it turns off the motor immediately
Stop node
Continously check if the stop button is pushed and in that case sends out a stop message
on the bus
Fault tree analysis of the system
Following simplified node structure has been the basis when fault tree analysis has been
performed.
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Simplified node structure

Application hardware
Application software
Protocol software
Protocol hardware

Node

Figure 7.1.2 Simplified node structure
The following safety related top event has been identified:
• Stop button pushed but anyway axis keeps on rotating
Below follows a fault tree based on this top event and where the above described
”Simplified node structure” has been utilized. This example describes how risks related
to communication could be detected by using fault tree analysis, one of the analysis
methods described in this report.
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Stop button pushed but anyway
axis keep on rotating

No correct stop information sent from
motor application HW to motor

Mechanically caused
motor fault

No correct stop information sent from
motor application SW to application HW

No correct stop information sent from
motor protocol SW to application SW

No correct stop information sent from
motor protocol HW to SW

No correct stop information sent from
bus to motor protocol HW

Fault in motor application SW

Fault in motor protocol SW

Fault in motor protocol HW

Fault in motor application HW
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No correct stop information sent from
bus to motor protocol HW

No correct stop information received
by the bus

Fault in time domain

No stop information
received at all

Stop information
received to late

Stop information
received to early

Fault in value domain

Correct structure but
incorrect contents

Fault in bus

Open circuit

Short circuit

Incorrect structure but
correct contents

Incorrect structure and
incorrect contents

Incorrect impedance

Conclusions from the performed fault tree analysis
Structure the fault tree as it is done in this example, gives the following three main
communication reasons that no correct stop information is received by the machine:
• No correct stop information received by the bus
• Fault in the physical bus
• Fault in motor node (hardware, software or a combination)
This example shows that risks related to communication exists on all levels in a system,
in effect it is not enough to only consider the bus level for instance.
Fault handling of communication faults could be handled on different levels, for
instance a bus fault could be detected and handled by the protocol software/hardware
and/or by the application software.
As a rule of thumb: Safety features not included in the protocol must be applied at
application level.
If the motor node does not receive correct stop information it is possible for the motor
node to reach a safe state by disconnect power to the motor. In other applications it
might not be possible to reach such a safe state and in this case even higher requirements
must be put on the risks related to communication.
This example shows that it is necessary to continously send over stop status from the
stop node to the motor node to be able to detect and handle some kind of faults related to
communication, for instance the following leafs from the fault tree analysis:
• No correct stop information received by the bus
• Fault in bus (physical fault)

7.2

Annex B – Fault tree analysis

7.2.1 FTA on source programs
FTA for the analysis of source programs has been studied during at least the past
two decades. James W. McIntee in 1983 extended the safety analysis of a
microcomputer controlled safety-critical device with a FTA on the program [McI
83]. He found that the analysis facilitated the systematic search for safety critical
decision point in the software. The basis of his analysis was a flow chart over the
assembly program. McIntee found that FTA is a very useful technique for the
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safety analysis of a software system and he found weak points in the analysed
program. He also noted that the analyst must have good knowledge of the system
Leveson, Cha and Shimeall used FTA in the eighties for safety analysis of
software systems. They made the analysis on an integrated computer based
subsystem and could include hardware failures in the analysis. One result of their
research was templates for common construction elements in a high-level
programming language [LCS 91]. Fig 7.2.1 is an example of such a template.
They also built a tool for the automatic generation of fault trees from source
code. Later they found, that FTA is more appropriate to do on higher levels of
abstraction. Furthermore they found that FTA is very human oriented, so the
result depends very much on the skills and knowledge of the analyst. Hence the
use of a tool for the automatic creation of a fault tree is of limited value. The
important thing is the analysis itself.

if-then-else
causes failure

else part
causes failure

else body
causes
failure

all
conditions
false

i-th
condition
eval
causes
failure

i-th then part
causes failure

i-th then
body
causes
failure

i-th
condition
true before
if

Figure 7.2.1 An FTA template for the if-statement [LCS 91]

7.2.2 FTA on the interface of a software module
Assume a software component, which buffers incoming characters and delivers
complete messages. The provided services are:
Bool putchar (msgchar a)
Bool getmsg (datamsg newmsg)

msgchar and datamsg are data types defined for the application.
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a not accepted

a not in the
domain of
msgchar

Buffer full

Buffer in
use

Wrong
value of
msgpointer

Figure 7.2.2.1 Fault tree for the non-acceptance of a new character

No message

Message
not
complete
(regular
case)

Message not
stored

Faulty
pointer
handling

No
characters
received
(regular
case)

Message
stored

Faulty
pointer
handling

Faulty
protocol
handling

Figure 7.2.2.2 Fault tree for the delivery of a message from the buffer

7.3

Annex C - FMEA

7.3.1 Defect models for calls of subroutines
The example is taken from an application where we test the robustness of
program units by injecting faults in their interfaces. In practice we do an analysis
of the data types in the interface. For each type of date we create a set of test
values. By combining the test values for each of the parameters in a subroutine
call we can create a large number of test cases, valid as well as invalid. We can
illustrate a call of a program unit with Fig 7.2.3.1.
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Called program unit
Caller

Figure7.2.3.1

A model of call to a service

The caller uses functions in the called unit by calling its services. If we monitor
and manipulate the interface between the caller and a service we can:
Check the functions and the constraints of the service.
Test the robustness in the service by injecting faults in the parameters.
Test the behaviour of the caller by injecting faults in the replies from the service.
Test the fault tolerance in the service by injecting faults into it while the test cases are
controlled through the interface.
Test the fault tolerance in the caller by injecting faults into it while the test cases are
controlled through the interface.

7.3.2 Faults in calls of subroutines
Assume the caller and the called unit are fault free. Possible faults in the call of
the services are:
A.

Wrong values of the parameters.

B.

Wrong order of the parameters.

C.

Too few parameters.

D.

Too many parameters.

Assume the parameters are put on the stack by the caller. Parameters can be
called by reference or by value. The analysis below is made only for reference
calls. For each parameter a pointer address of the parameter is put on the stack.
The analysis of calls by value is similar.
In its simplest case a wrong value of a parameter is just a value outside the
domain of its data type. In more complicated cases a correct value can depend on
other parameters or the calling history. Examples are correct values that cannot
change too fast or must be monotonic increasing.
Fault

Error

A.

Wrong value of the parameter

A.1.

The value of actual parameter is wrong

A.2.

The pointer has wrong value

A.2.1.

The address is within the process´ memory space

A.2.2.

The address is inside the process´ memory space

Wrong value
Wrong value

A.2.2.1. The process has memory protection

Interrupt from memory prot.

A.2.2.2. The process has not memory protection

Wrong value

B.

Wrong value

Wrong order of the parameters
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C.

Too few parameters in the call

C.1.

The called service refers to mem. outside the stack

C.1.1.

The process has stack protection

Interrupt from memory prot.

C.1.2.

The process has no stack protection

Wrong value

C.2.

The called service refers to mem. within the stack

Wrong value

D.

Too many parameters in the call

D.1.

The caller refers to mem. outside the stack

D.1.1.

The process has stack protection

Interrupt from memory prot.

D.1.2

The process has no stack protection

Other data are overwritten

D.2.

Reference to an unused param. is put on the stack

The system is not affected

Figure 7.2.4.1

Simplified FMEA on the failures in call parameters.

Comments:
A.1

The value the service uses will usually not be the value the caller wanted, but
can of course happen to be the same.

A.2.

The value the service uses will be a combination of zeroes and ones.
Interpreted according to the data type in the service it will be an arbitrary
value.

B.

We assume that the address is inside the memory space of the process as the
parameters refer to variables in the calling program.
Hopefully complier and linker will detect the wrong order of the parameters, at
least if they are of different fundamental types for the programming language.
If they are of different types according to the application but of the same
fundamental types it is doubtful if a compiler or linker can detect the fault

C.

The called service pops the stack too far and gets values that were in the stack
before the call. Emptying the stack beyond its by popping parameter
references may look improbable, but is nevertheless a possible fault.

C.1.

The service pops a value from the stack and interprets it as an address.

D.

The service cannot detect if the calling program has too many parameters. It is
entirely the business of the calling program. The fault and the resulting error
will not be analysed further in this context.

For all errors where the service has got an invalid address it fetches the pattern of
zeroes and one that are stored at the address and interprets it as data according to
the data type of the formal parameter. For the application this is an arbitrary
value, which in some sense may be correct.

7.3.2.1 Errors in the called subroutine
As a result of the analysis above we get only a few types of errors:
Invalid address for the process. The service refers to an address outside the memory
space of the process. The memory protection shall detect this and interrupt the process.
Invalid address in the stack. The service refers to an address outside the range for the
stack. If the system has stack protection it shall detect this and interrupt the process.
Wrong value and invalid. The value of the actual parameter is invalid. It is outside the
domain of the formal parameter. A robust program shall be able to detect such an error.
Wrong value and valid. The value of the actual parameter is invalid but belongs to the
domain of the formal parameter. A mechanism for fault tolerance in the service or the
calling program can be able to detect such an error.
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7.3.2.2 Failures of the called service
A fault in a program can only be detected at an inspection or if it happens to be
triggered during testing or usage of the system. It is hidden like a specification
error or a design error in the program. The fault can also have been introduced by
defects in compiler, linker or loader or by defects in the run-time system. Faults
in the input to a program are the possibilities to use the program in a way its
designer has not imagined.
When a fault is activated by a combination of current and earlier input an error
occurs, which the program can detect. A robust program detects errors and
preferably signals the error. In any case a robust program shall not produce a
result that can cause harm. Memory protection is an example of a mechanism,
which makes a program robust against addressing errors.
A fault tolerant program can detect, diagnose and confine an error and recover
from it, so that the faulty program produces a correct result in spite of the error.
Error correcting memory is an example on a mechanism that tolerates bit errors
in memory electronics.
If a service lacks mechanisms for robustness and fault tolerance the possible
outcomes of a faulty call are:
Crash of the system
Crash of the service
Omission
Timing
Wrong value of the result

7.3.3 Analysis of the programs in a pool of four redundant computers
The example is from an analysis of a safety critical application in a vehicle [ECK
93]. The application runs on four computers. Attached to each computer is a
voter, which gets data from each computer, so both computing and voting is
redundant. The computer pool has also a common, single voter

No Descr.

Failure
mode

Possible cause

Effects

Observable
symptom

Error
detection

Prevention /
compensation

23 Program

Crash

Data structure /
algorithm

No data
delivered

No value

Local
timeout

Pool

24 Program

Omission Data structure /
algorithm

No data
delivered

One value omitted

Local
timeout

Pool

25 Program

Timing

Correct value but
Local
too late or too early timeout

Pool

26 Program

Incorrect Data structure /
comp.
algorithm or
assignment /
checking

Incorrect
data
delivered

Incorrect value in
right time

Local
check

Pool

27 Memory
protect

HW

HW failure

Data
written in
wrong
location

Incorrect data in
both target task
and affected task

Local
timeout
Local
check

Pool

28 Local
check

Crash

Timing synch or Unchecked No decision
data structure / data
delivered
algorithm

Local
timeout

Pool

Timing synch or No data
data structure / delivered
algorithm
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29 Local
check

Omission Timing synch or Unchecked One decision
omitted
data structure / data
delivered
algorithm

Local
timeout

Pool

30 Local
check

Timing

Local
timeout

Pool

31 Local
check

Incorrect Data structure /
comp.
algorithm

Incorrect value
assumed to be
correct or correct
value assumed to
be incorrect

Distr.
voter

Pool

32 Distr.
voter

Crash

No result from
voting

Common
Pool
exact voter
Other DV

33 Distr.
voter

Omission Timing synch or Value
data structure / discarded
algorithm

No result from one Common
Pool
vote
exact voter
Other DV

34 Distr.
voter

Timing

Value
discarded

Consensus but too
late or too early

Pool
Common
exact voter
Other DV

35 Distr.
voter

Incorrect Data structure /
comp.
algorithm

Value
discarded

Incorrect value
assumed to be
correct or correct
value assumed to
be incorrect

Pool
Common
exact voter
Other DV

Timing synch

Unchecked Correct decision
data
but too late or too
delivered
early
Incorrect
data
delivered

Timing synch or Value
data structure / discarded
algorithm

Timing synch

Fig 7.3.3
Excerpt from an FMEA on a fault tolerant computer system
with a pool of four processors in a redundant configuration.

7.4

Annex D - Common Cause Analysis (CCA)

One of the simplest Common-Cause Modelling techniques consists of dividing the
failure rate of each component into common cause (two or more fail) and normal (one
fails). A fractional multiplication factor known as beta factor is used to subdivide the
failure rates.
In Figure 7.4.1 the area within the rectangle represents the total rate of stress events
where stress is high enough to cause failure. When only one unit is subjected to the
stress, the stress rate equals the failure rate. Thus the area within the rectangle represents
the rate at which one or more units fail due to a stress event: the failure rate.
Over a portion of the area, stress is high enough to cause fail in two or more units due to
stress event. That portion is designated by β. The beta factor is used to divide the failure
rate into the “common-cause” portion, λC, and the normal portion, λN. The following
equations are used:

λC = β * λ
and
λN = (1 – β) * λ
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(1 – β)
ONE COMPONENT FAILS
DUE TO STRESS
β
TWO OR MORE
COMPONENTS FAIL
DUE TO STREE

Figure 7.4.1 Venn Diagram of Failure Rate Showing Beta Factor
Other methods that can be applied for Common-Cause Modeling include:
Markov Models
Multiple Error Shock Model (MESH)
Fault Trees
Reliability block diagrams

7.5

Annex E - Safety bus systems on the market

Safety features
Quite often, safety related transmission systems are using part of ordinary non-trusted
transmission system in communication. The non-trusted transmission systems are
common, inexpensive, continuously developed and there are a lot of components
available. Since the ordinary commercial buses can provide so many advantages most of
the so-called safety buses are based on ordinary buses.
In safety buses the safety features are build above the ordinary (non-trusted)
transmission system. This means that ordinary components can be used in transmission.
However, many means are used to eliminate the risks created by the non-trusted
transmission system. Such means are e.g. extra CRC-polynomial, extra long address for
safety related nodes, watchdogs, message identification codes and higher priority to
safety related messages.
Figure shows an example of integration of safety information and normal information.
The first row shows standard messages, which are send in a sequence, the second row
shows what is inside a single message and the third row shows how safety information
is located inside the standard process data of a single message. The added safety features
in this example are: fail-safe data, status, consecutive number and CRC2. Fail-safe data
can include e.g. system information status. Fail-safe data can also express e.g. a failure.
The sequence number makes it possible to control that the right message comes at the
right phase and thus, CRC2 increases the effectiveness of the basic CRC.
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Standard message frame

S

S

S

Addresses

Data

Stop bits

CRC2

Status

Failsafe data

S
CRC

Message type

Message information
Starting bits

S

Consecutive number

Process data

Figure 7.5 Simplified diagram showing how safety information can be integrated
in a normal message.
Usually, in safety buses all the added features to increase safety are realised with
software. This means that it is important to prove that the performance of software does
not create hazards, not even in special situations. The added safety features of safety
buses do not affect the reliability of the transmission since the hardware and the
transmission speed are the same as in the basic non-trusted bus.
The safety buses described in this chapter use only single channel for transmission.
Therefore, if there is no transmission the system shall turn to safe state. If this is not
possible, i.e. "no transmission" (e.g. broken cable) is not a safe state, then other means,
such as, reliability factors and redundancy have to be considered.
In some cases the transmission system is connected to other transmission systems. It can
be even possible to update software via internet. In these cases also data security
becomes important factor. Outsiders may not be able to have contact with machines with
safety functions.
Safety buses on the market
Here are examples of current safety buses, but there are also many others on the market.
(e.g. CANOpen and Ethernet Safety). The buses are validated usually against EN 954-1
category 4 and IEC 61508 SIL 3. However, these standards do not give instructions for
validating buses, and therefore their spirit for safety has been applied in validation. All
the safety buses are new and there are only a few real applications.
Profisafe is constructed on standard Profibus DP. In the same bus there can be both
safety-related nodes and standard nodes. The safety features are located above Profibus
layers (above OSI layer 7) to so called safety layer. The Profisafe modules have inside
safety features and they differ from ordinary Profibus modules. All modules are
certified.
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AS Interface "Safety at work" is based on AS Interface, which is meant mainly for
networking binary sensors and actuators. In the same bus there can be both safety
related and non-safety-related nodes and no fail-safe PLC is required. The bus
transmissions are checked by safety monitor(s), which controls fail-safe outputs.
Interbus safety is based on Interbus. The basis for safety is SafeControl unit, which is
located directly after the interbus master. It receives all I/O data from connected devices.
The same bus can include both safety-related nodes and ordinary nodes.
Esalan (Elan-Safety-Local-Area-Network) is constructed from a central control unit,
either a directly connected or decentral terminal station and intermediate stations
between them. Every individual station is composed of two independent CAN – microcomputer systems with their own isolated power supply. A special interplay between the
central control unit and the terminal station offers a highly dynamic monitoring of the
bus line. The system is validated in 1999 against standard EN 954-1 category 4 and IEC
61508 SIL 3.
SafetyBUS p is an open safe bus system for serial transmission of safety-related
information. SafetyBUS p network can consist up to 64 subscribers. A subscriber can be
a programmable safety system, a decentralised I/O module or any other safety device. It
uses CAN as the underlying field bus system. SafetyBUS p and its components have
been approved to category 4 of EN 954-1.
DeviceNet Safety is based on DeviceNet, which furthermore is related to CAN bus. A
DeviceNet Safety network can contain up to 64 devices, which all can send safety
related data. In the same bus system there can be both safety-related and non-safetyrelated nodes.
Safety related buses and risks
Quite often safety related transmission systems are using part of non-trusted
transmission system in communication. These non-trusted transmission systems are
common, inexpensive, continuously developed and there are a lot of components
available. Therefore most of the so-called safety busses are based on an existing
ordinary bus. In safety buses the safety features are build above the ordinary
transmission system and many means are used to eliminate the risks created by the nontrusted transmission system.
In many cases the transmission system in open to other transmission systems. This is the
case in wireless systems and in systems, which have both safety-related modules and
ordinary modules. In these cases it is possible that a message, which is meant to another
system is received by the safety-related system.
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7.6

Annex F - Techniques for VV&A according to DMSO

Verification and Validation
Informal

Audit
Desk Checking
Face Validation
Inspections
Reviews
Turing Test
Walkthroughs

Static

Cause-Effect Graphing
Control Analysis
Calling Structure
Concurrent Process
Control Flow
State Transition
Data Analysis
Data Dependency
Data Flow
Fault/Failure Analysis
Interface Analysis
Model Interface
User Interface
Semantic Analysis
Structural Analysis
Symbolic Evaluation
Syntax Analysis
Traceability Assessment

Dynamic

Acceptance Testing
Alpha Testing
Assertion Checking
Beta Testing
Bottom-Up Testing
Comparison Testing
Compliance Testing
Authorization
Performance
Security
Standards
Debugging
Execution Testing
Monitoring
Profiling
Tracing
Fault/Failure Insertion Testing
Field Testing
Functional (Black-Box) Testing
Graphical Comparisons
Interface Testing
Data
Model
User
Object-Flow Testing
Partition Testing
Predictive Validation
Product Testing
Regression Testing
Sensitivity Analysis
Special Input Testing
Boundary Value
Equivalence Partitioning
Extreme Input
Invalid Input
Real-Time Input
Self-Driven Input
Stress
Trace-Driven Input
Statistical Techniques
Structural (White-Box)
Branch
Condition
Data Flow
Loop
Path
Statement
Submodel/Module Testing
Symbolic Debugging
Top-Down Testing
Visualization/Animation

Formal

Induction
Inference
Logical Deduction
Inductive Assertions
Lambda Calculus
Predicate Calculus
Predicate Transformation
Proof of Correctness
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Annex G - V & V technique overview

A more extensive description of the techniques listed in annex F is presented in the document
V&V Techniques. The document is accessed via the following link:
https://www.dmso.mil/public/

The respective categories of validation and verification techniques are addressed followed by a
taxonomy table that includes all the techniques grouped according to the categories.
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